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SAPPHO
Anne Sab

EL CUCUY
Kevin Maldonado

6 ART

Starting is the hardest part, my
lover.
Even the magnolias were weeping
with all of the things I have yet to tell you,
this quiet, violent blossoming of feeling
in my fingertips.
I hope that you are doing well, hyacinths blooming
in you, a god’s reminder of love.
Did Minerva birth you, you blessed daughter
of patient kindness, a silent kind of warrior courage?
I wonder if Hestia taught you how to change yourself
from burning to something softer like
warmth.
Laurel leaves wrap their way around
the paleness of your knuckles
and they bare their tender flesh to your open hand,
your long
pianist fingers.
They curl inwards, seeking the heat of your heart, like I do.
Wandering, searching,
your fingertips splayed against the olive of my hip;
lightning-struck, the cavity of my chest begins to fill
with something other than a mangled
muscle of intent.
My lover, do you know
how many lifetimes, the centuries passed, waiting
for your gentle hands—have I made my desire
clear enough, my lover?
Golden haloed daughter of Zeus,
forgive me of this wanting.
Even the crows know
what it is like to love and be loved;
it is so sweet, like honey from the dead bee’s honeycomb,
and you are hungry, always devouring.
I hand you the pomegranate
ripe, almost rotting,
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skin caving in to your touch—
juice dribbling down your chin and
your throat, your tongue on all the fleshy
bits, your teeth all full of ruby seeds.
Purgatory will be lonely without you,
but the loneliness is a good thing
if it means you are in a better place.
Be only as bitter as you have to be, my
lover. This separation is only
a test of our courage.
To look at you and still see human;
that is how we know this love is honest.
Fragile thing, I love you for your vulnerability,
for your immortal humanity, this indomitable mortality.
Winged warrior,
you eclipse the sun;
you have stolen the gold of Helios’ awakening.
This has been a love story and you have been
my favorite part, Jove’s child of sky.
May I say that even the mountains have kneeled before you,
may I say that Lethe could not wash you from me, may I say
that I miss you,
my lover, my copper-stained
Zeus’s daughter?
Still shining even though you have become
half-dimmed in this dusk.
I do not know much about the sky, the
cirrus, the stratus, the Icarus
flying too high;
I only know how it has shattered into
several trillion silhouettes,
a grieving, a mourning
for the morning I wake up without you.
I like to think that Daedalus mourns his son
by burning his own wings, too;
that Artemis looks at Calypso
and feels something heavy
in the pit of her stomach.
Call it a reason she has sworn off the men. Call it a reason
she only hunts with other warrior
women.
My lover, when Thanatos comes for us,
all scythe and sleep, chains rattling,
tell him to go to Hell.
Then let us run like it.
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KNOT
Gretchen Vickers

the clothes off his back, too. Though he

THE FENCE
Gary Moss

It was winter in the small West Texas
town of Archer City, and Michael felt the

to side.

knew Thomas wouldn’t be needing them

“I’ve been meaning to talk to you. I

anymore. “No. I’m fine, Clara. I’ve got a

mean, I heard that you’re still here. And if

jacket in the car if I need it,” Michael lied.

you need something to do… Well, what

He did have a jacket last night, he knew

I’m asking is if you can help put up a new

that. But at some point, he must have shed

fence around the sheep? Thomas was

it and lost it somewhere in a drunken haze.

supposed to do it, but…“ Clara trailed off.

Clara told Michael that if he needed

She looked down towards Michael’s wobbly

want you here at least before supper time,”

anything she would be inside. As she

she said half-jokingly.

walked away, Michael turned from the

feet.
Michael stood in shock. He had avoided

fence to look at her. He couldn’t see

his best friend’s wife as best he could since

paying me,” Michael said. He had turned

her face from behind, but he imagined

he’d been back. Now she was inviting him

towards the half-finished fence on the

off the power tools and began measuring

it anyways; so smooth and clean. She

into her own home, to do the things her

Lewis property. The farm wasn’t much of a

a piece of wood. Out of the corner of his

radiated a warm feeling that made

own husband should have done. Clara was

farm—nothing had grown there for years.

eye he glimpsed Clara. She was wearing a

Michael forget about the cold, and for just

a strong woman; it was something Michael

Calling the property a ranch seemed a

white sweater and blue jeans, and her hair

a moment, his task. When she turned the

had always liked about her. He knew that

bit too generous for Michael because the

seemed blonder than usual, almost white.

corner back to the front door, he awoke

Clara could build a fence on her own if she

only animals on the plot of land were a few

Michael tried not to look at her as much as

from his trance and set back to work on

needed to. Michael assumed that pity was

sheep gifted to the Lewis’. Michael thought

he could. She blinded him with her beauty,

the fence.

the reason Clara offered him the job. But

it best just to call it the Lewis property.

and since he had returned to Archer City

			

When the winds were heavy like they were

that fall, she had become unbearable for

that day, the untethered gray soil would

him to look at.

dry wind pass over his face like sandpaper

“Well, it’s a good thing you’re not

as he stepped out of his truck and walked

…

Michael was drunk the night he

deep down, no matter what he told himself
otherwise, Michael did want to spend time

accepted the offer to fix Clara’s fence. At

with her. His only apprehension came from
his fear of ghosts.

lift from the ground and make it hard to

“Rough night last night?“ Clara asked.

that point, Thomas had been dead for

breathe. Michael covered his mouth as he

“Wasn’t too bad. From what I

almost five weeks, and Michael foolishly

“I’d be happy to do it. The fence, right?“

made his way to the side of the house to

remember.“ Michael went back to his work

had yet to return to the city. He had spent

Michael stumbled and Clara caught him.

continue working on the fence.

and contemplated the previous night’s

eighteen years trying to get out, and now

“How about I take you home?“ Clara

events. Clara stood behind him, watching

that he was back home he didn’t want to

Michael hated these days, because it was

as he put up the dark wooden slabs on the

leave. Clara had approached him on the

like living in a lie. He heard the screen door

fence.

street just outside the Lonely Pony Tavern.

wouldn’t be the first time.“ He smiled and
looked away.

It was mid-afternoon, sunny and cold.

from the other side of the house open

“Aren’t you cold?“ she asked.

The smell of booze and smoke hung in

and knew Clara would be around soon

Michael was cold but he didn’t want to

the air. They exchanged pleasantries while

to inspect him. Michael picked up the

ask for a jacket. He knew the only men’s

tools and began to work. Clara rounded

jacket she had in the house would come

the corner and spoke to Michael over the

from the back of Thomas’ closet. Michael

sound of the drill.

already felt guilty about using his tools and

“You know if I was paying for this, I’d
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fixing his fence. He wasn’t about to take

Michael focused on staying upright.
“It’s been awhile,” Clara had said.
“Thanks for coming to the funeral.“
“Of course,” Michael had replied. “I
wouldn’t miss it.“ He swayed from side

offered.
“No,” Michael said, “I can walk,

When they were in high school, Michael
had been the first one to learn how to
drive. He would take himself, Thomas, and
Clara (both of whom always sat in the back
together) anywhere they wanted to go. But
at the end of the night, it would always be

FICTION 11

Thomas who he dropped off first. Clara

about looking at something he shouldn’t

would then come to the front seat, and

have been.

collie that Clara inherited.
“He’s somewhere in the house, sleeping

would take his place, and Thomas would

they would talk as he took her home. It was

“I shouldn’t be here,” he thought. “I

these drives home that Michael didn’t trust.

shouldn’t be working on this fence. I should

He didn’t trust the way the street lights hit

be in the city where there are women who

rounded the corner of the house and

every move, he couldn’t help but feel that it

her face and made her look like the most

weren’t married to my best friend. I need

circled her in a defensive posture. Gus was

was Thomas, not Gus, watching him.

beautiful woman he’d ever seen. The whole

to leave.” He wanted to tell Clara he was

a medium-sized dog with jet black fur. He

		

thing seemed surreal to Michael. And he

going but he couldn’t. He had a primal

had a white snout that made it look like

didn’t trust the silence on the road, when

core that wouldn’t allow him to leave such

he had a small goatee. The dog reminded

was still work to be done on the fence.

they ran out of things to say, when all he

a beautiful woman, even if he knew it was

Michael of Thomas—the way he circled

The creak of the screen door sounded and

wanted to do was tell her how he felt. It

wrong to stay. Michael tried to preoccupy

and protected Clara. Even the look of Gus

Clara appeared with two plates of food and

made him sick to have to say goodbye to

this urge with the task at hand, but he knew

imitated Thomas’ dark hair. This frightened

an old jacket.

Clara and watch her leave his car. He made

the fence would inevitably be done and

Michael and he went back to work.

himself even sicker when he thought about

there would be nothing left to distract him.

having these feelings towards his best
friend’s girl.

Clara walked around the house again
and saw the progress Michael was making.

“Text me when you get home, will you,
please? I don’t want to lose you, too,”
Clara said.

“I’ve got dinner cooking if you’d like
some,” Clara said.

as usual,” she said.

look after Thomas. Michael felt that Gus

Clara called out to Gus, and the dog

“Would you like to come in and eat
when it’s ready?” Clara asked.
“No. I’ll just eat out here. I want to finish
this up,” Michael said.
Michael did want to go inside. Not

always have someone there for him. But
now, as the eyes of the dog watched his

…

The sun was beginning to set, but there

“This is for your stomach,” she handed
Michael a plate,” and this is for your
shaking. I could see you through the
window. Take it.”
Michael reluctantly took the jacket and
put it over him shoulders. He took the plate

Michael turned around and looked at

just for the warmth, but he wanted to talk

and sat on a tree stump next to the fence.

her face-to-face for the first time all day. His

to Clara, and eat her dinner, in her dining

Clara brought out an old chair and the two

path,” Michael said. And with that, he left

apprehension to do so had been correct.

room, and pretend that this was his life. But

sat in the cold evening air, eating silently.

Clara standing outside the Lonely Pony

There, Clara stood with eyes that seemed

it wasn’t his. He knew the minute he walked

Michael looked out towards the field and

Tavern.

to puncture him and dive deep into his

into those doors, all the feelings he had so

to the woods beyond. Wondering if he

soul. “Does she know?“ Michael thought.

carefully shut down for so long would come

could see the coyote on the Patterson land.

Her eyes began to cripple the wall he had

roaring back and there would be nothing

Finally, Clara broke the silence.

built around his true feelings.

to stop them. Michael thought to himself,

“You look like Thomas in that jacket.”

“I need to get the fence done and get out

Michael thought this was impossible,

“I’ll be okay. Just got to find the right

			

…

At the Lewis Property, Michael could
smell dinner being made—chicken, he
thought. The aroma floated out of a small
window that looked in towards the kitchen.
Through the window Michael could see

“That sounds great. I should be done by
sundown,” Michael said.
“Wonderful,” Clara said. “It’ll be nice to

of here. None of this is yours. Get out.”
Clara went back inside after agreeing

because Thomas was bigger and had
straight black hair, while he was slender

Clara there, cutting something on the

give the sheep a safer pen. The Patterson’s

to bring out Michael’s food, but Gus stood

and had light brown hair that was tangled

kitchen counter. At one point, between

have a coyote that have been causing them

watching his every move. Thomas and

and shaggy. “Thanks,” Michael said while

drilling screws into one of the wood panels,

trouble. I don’t want one getting up here.“

Michael had found Gus on the side of

still looking away. He felt like a wolf in a

the road when they were seniors. He was

sheepskin, just waiting for the right time to

Michael watched as she prepared a plate.

“Coyotes aren’t so dangerous, once

Clara looked up from the dishes and saw

you get to know them,” Michael laughed.

a puppy and Thomas was quick to take

pounce. He tried to get these feelings out

Michael looking. He glanced away quickly

“Besides, where’s old Gus at? He can take

him in. At the time, Michael had felt good

of his head.“Just be polite, eat the dinner,

and got back to his work, feeling guilty

one, right?” Gus had been Thomas’ Border

about going to the city and leaving Gus to

go back to work, and leave,” he thought.
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“I’m glad you’re back here. How long do
you plan on staying?” Clara asked.
“I don’t know. There’s not much back
for me in the city. I should have come back
sooner,” Michael said.

in his gut like a boulder. He became heavy

Michael looked down to see that a small

pitched cry coming from outside. It was

and felt it impossible to move, like a marble

shard of plate had cut Clara. She began to

still dark in the room, but in the blackness,

statue. He wanted to cry but didn’t. Gus sat

bleed, soft red droplets hitting the linoleum

he could make out the silhouette of Clara

in between Clara and Michael.

floor. She stood quickly and Michael

next to him. She slept peacefully, almost

followed. He grabbed a kitchen rag and

like she was dead. As Michael lay there in

started to wrap up her hand.

the dark he heard another cry, this time

The wind picked up, making a hissing

“It’s been lonely.”

sound in the air as it rustled the leaves of

“I know, I should have been there for

the nearby trees. Clara said nothing, but

you after Thomas,” Michael said.
“It’s not just that. We used to be friends.
I’ve really missed you,” Clara said.
Michael looked out from the dead
pastures and then back to Clara. She had
a single tear running down her cheek.

“Thanks,” Clara said.

picked up her half-empty plate and headed

Michael watched as the rag soaked up

for the door, but before she could get there

the crimson blood. He felt a strong feeling

that had been hastily thrown to the ground

she stopped and turned around.

rise inside of him, the same feeling he had

the night before. Then he walked out into

repressed all those years driving her home.

the hallway, making sure to be quiet for the

Michael gazed into the eyes of Clara and

sleeping Clara. He found a flashlight and

to his surprise she gazed back. Gus had

tested it, then made his way out the front
door.

“Would you have left me like that?” she
asked.
Michael didn’t know what to say. It

She looked so soft and innocent. Michael

was like his heart, mind, and soul were all

walked in the room and now circled around

feared that Clara saw him like a wild animal.

being pulled in different directions. Finally,

the wounded Clara.

“I’m sorry,” Michael said. It was the

much sharper, come from around the

Michael decided to unleash the caged

“Do you ever wonder if it had been

house. He got up and put on his clothes

It was still dark, and as he turned the
corner towards the fence, Michael could

first time he had ever admitted anything

instinct in himself and let it run into the

me and not Thomas who had sat next to

see a small figure lying in the grass. He

to Clara. “I’m sorry for everything.” Clara

wild.

you that first day?” The wild beast inside

shown the flashlight at the body and saw

Michael now spoke for him.

Gus, lying there bloodied. Michael leaned

put her head down. He looked at the fence

“No. I wouldn’t have. And if I had been

which was nearly done, only a few slats

with you, I would have never left this town,”

remaining.

Michael said.

“I’ve got to tell you something,” Clara
said, raising her head back up.“And I
should have told you a long time ago,

Clara smiled through the pain and
turned the corner.

“Of course, I think about it,” Clara said.
“Especially now.”

down to inspect the dog. The dog was not
breathing and had gashes going across the

Gus began to growl at Michael.

top of his head, down to his throat. Around

Michael pushed the dog out of his way

Gus were little tufts of wool that littered the

Michael rose from his seat and

with his leg and came close to Clara. He

ground. A line of blood trailed off towards

Thomas. We told everyone it was an

prepared to put the last three slats on

hesitated to kiss her but that reservation

the pasture.

accident, but it wasn’t. He took the rifle.

the fence. From the kitchen window

was quickly vanquished by the beast inside

He—“

he watched Clara clean off her plate.

him. He leaned his head close to hers.

unfinished fence and inspected the

Suddenly, she dropped the glass plate.

Clara brought herself in and the two fell

temporary pen for the sheep. It had

felt an ice-cold wave pulse through his

Michael could hear the crash from outside.

into each other.

been ripped open and there were sheep

body. His stomach turned and he became

He jogged around the corner and crossed

increasingly light-headed.

the threshold of the house.

“Stop,” Michael said.“I know.” Michael

Clara held back tears. “But how?” she
asked.
“He had tried to call me that night. I was

He found Clara on her hands and
knees, picking shards of glass off the floor.
He bent down and began doing the same

out, and didn’t see it. I’m sorry.” Michael

retrieval work as Clara. She moved her

felt all the guilt in his body harden and lay

hand on the floor and let out a soft yelp.
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Behind the couple, Gus howled
at the night.

Michael made his way inside the

scattered around the pen. Michael left the
confines of the fence and followed the trail

The beast had won.

of blood and wool out into the pasture for

The fence was still broken.

a couple of yards. Then he stopped and

			

…

Early the next morning, Michael awoke
in Thomas’ bed to the sound of a high-

turned around, back to the house.
Inside the house, Michael took Thomas’
rifle from above the mantle. He grabbed a

FICTION 15

box of ammo and his jacket. He slung the rifle
around his shoulder and went back outside.
Michael oriented himself back to the line of
blood and followed it out into the field.
The sun was rising, as Michael made his
way to the tree line at the other end of the
pasture. The blood trail he was following
was still clear enough to track, even for an
amateur like himself. He entered the woods
and tried to walk lightly. The blood trail began
to get thicker and he knew that the beast he
was tracking couldn’t be much farther away.
He unslung the rifle from across his back and
cradled it with both arms. He creeped along,
into the woods.
Ahead of him, Michael heard a rustling in
the woods. He crouched down and put the
rifle to his shoulder and looked through the
scope. Michael watched as a brown coyote
with yellow eyes and shaggy hair ripped apart
the flesh of a stolen lamb. The lamb lay limp
in the coyote’s fangs, and blood poured down
the snout of the predator. Michael flipped off
the safety of the rifle and it made a clicking
sound. It was small and skinny, and the hair
on the coyote was tossed and tangled like his
own. He hesitated to pull the trigger.
Michael knew that even the reluctant
predator would still prey on the weak. The
best thing to do, he thought, was to put down
the coyote, and save it from its own animalistic
instincts. Michael pulled the trigger, a sharp
cracking sound echoed through the woods.
The coyote stumbled around, as if drunk, until

A STUDY OF FLOWERS
Juliette Vaissière

finally collapsing onto the dead lamb.
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Juliette Vaissière
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Ana Dria

Nathaniel Miranda

UNTITLED

DID YOU KNOW THAT I AM QUEER

In the way not so much as
a made for TV pastel boy let’s go
shopping I’m your favorite accessory way
Nor in the “that gal who’s so cool
she shaved the sides of her head
so she has to be one of them
but I’m not into girls sorry” way
Or the I can’t believe it you look so real
wow I can’t believe
you’re a man now kind of way.
I’m queer like the boy
who never bought the Barbies
he really wanted to buy as a kid
because, fuck, his mom worked
three jobs and there just wasn’t enough
money to spend after he
got home from getting
jumped by the big gun guys
outside that school;
I’m queer like the low lit ally way boys
making out before getting
bullets through their heads quietly
where no one missed them;
queer like the brightest ones
they say are girls who look so
close to being boys though they’re neither
whose tombstones read a lie;
not queer like a million dollar pop singer
calling out far away oppressions
but queer like a handcuffed DeLarverie on a NYC night
afraid but beautiful
fragile but fragile like
a glistening glass bird of hope
crying but each tear falling
to water the harvest of a better
bolder world
more queer than before.
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Thanksgiving, 1997
Austin Lege’

Trees scatter East Texas
sun across my hand
onto pinecones,
the grenades we’d lob as kids,
cowered behind fallen limbs,
a branching shelter
from the cross-street
bully’s slingshot.
Resting on the loblolly
trunk that split your head,
seeped your blood,
rivering the cracks
in its wood,
I watch the cones burst
sprouts through the tire tracks
left when they carried you off.
		

DON’T BE A SHEEP
Cristina Romero
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MOLTING A PARADIGM SHIFT
BreAunné Smith

“The snake that cannot shed its skin

longer than usual since the majority of my

perishes.”

unit was deployed to Afghanistan. I was

—Friedrich Nietzsche

looking forward to a little fun.

			

…

I stood in front of the sink to wash my

base and we headed to the pool hall. A

face. My skin was still peeling. I went to

Tupac CD was playing. Travis told me he

the beach a couple of Sunday afternoons

was looking forward to our date and joked

before and was rewarded with a horrible

that he was happy that I liked cream in my

sunburn. The worst of the peeling had

coffee. The words sounded strange to my

passed, but the flakey scales pulling away

ears because I’d never heard them from

to reveal red and orange patches of skin

a white boy. I chuckled as I told him I had

on my chin and nose reminded me of a

never thought about it, then we joined

molting snake. I washed my face gently and

Tupac in his performance of “Changes.”

smoothed moisturizer into my skin. I opted

We walked into the pool hall and I was

to forgo makeup, except for mascara and

surprised to see so many women inside.

classic red lipstick.

My knowledge of pool halls was limited:

I checked my phone for missed calls or
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I met Travis at the entrance to the

solely based on movies. I felt a tinge of

texts. There was a message from Travis, a

disappointment when I heard the rap music

picture of the pool hall he was taking me

playing as I was already prepared to learn

to. I didn’t know how to play, but he said

new country songs. Blame Hollywood.

he’d be happy to teach me. Pool halls

There were too many neon beer signs and

weren’t quite my style, but there was really

not enough chairs for the people standing

no way for Travis to know that about me.

in front of them. The music was loud, but

We hardly knew each other as we’d only

the patrons were louder—drunk—and

met two weeks prior, and had only talked

genuinely enjoying themselves. I felt myself

on the phone twice. I was just glad to get

smiling. I was glad to be there. I was glad

out at all. I had been working harder and

Travis had invited me. This night would
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be fun.
The bartender was a hulk. He wore a

There were a few people leaning

The next morning, I woke up to my

I saw a figure leisurely cross beside me. I

against the table. They were loud and

phone ringing. My friend Amber was

long brown ponytail and tattoos covered

drunk and giddy. The woman in the group

enjoying a rare weekend of no work and

his arms and neck. He laughed when

was gruff, short, and cute. She wore too

no schoolwork, and she wanted to go out

room. It didn’t complement the blue in the

he saw Travis. His laugh was contagious

much purple eye shadow and had smeared

to lunch. We hadn’t seen each other in a

dress; it made it look green, so I decided

and too light for his build. I found myself

glitter on her shoulders. She was a perfect

while and, until that very moment, I didn’t

to step out of the dressing room and go to

laughing with him. He greeted Travis with

fit for the scene.

realize how much I missed her, so I agreed

the full-length mirrors in the aisles. I folded

to lunch. I made up my bed and took a

my shirt and jeans and carried them out

profanity and a handshake, then he asked

“Hey, suga.” Her voice was hoarse, a

turned and walked to the dressing room.
I didn’t like the light in the dressing

about “the pretty lady” beside him. I

heavy smoker, and her smile revealed teeth

shower. I washed and moisturized my face

under my arm. I set them on the floor in

thanked him for his compliment, then Travis

too white for her habit. She yelled at the

and smiled at my reflection as I brushed a

between myself and the mirror and stood

put his arm around my shoulders and said,

guys to get out of our way and the men

pink tinted gloss on my lips. My skin was

to admire the dress in the better lighting.

joked that Travis and I were too young to

clearing up. Amber called. She was waiting

The dress was so cute! It was comfortable

be in there anyway. The younger looking

outside.

and perfect for a summer block party. The

“This is BreAunnè, my little caramel
drop.”
I felt myself flinch. “Travis, please
don’t call me that.” I wasn’t angry. I wasn’t

man in the group had holes in his black
tank top. He handed me his cue stick.

When I returned to the barracks later

figure, which I started to recognize was that

that afternoon I fell asleep and woke up

of a woman, walked past me again, slowly.

about an hour later to a text from Amber

I knew she was watching me, but I didn’t

even offended, not really. I just found it

“Kick his ass, girl!” We all laughed.

strange. It was another statement that

Travis and I had a ball. We played several

asking me if I wanted to go to a sort of

pay much attention. I assumed that she

sounded strange falling from a white man’s

games of pool. I even won one. We

block party near the Stock Yards the next

was someone who worked at the Exchange

lips, especially one I didn’t even know.

drank—I was careful to not drink too

day. I was always talking about getting out

making sure I wasn’t attempting to steal

Besides that, at the very least, it was cliché,

much—we sang, we danced, we played a

and learning the city, but had never actually

anything. After all, I did just put on their

and at most (and also at the very least)

few dart games. Travis held my hand a lot

done it, so it sounded like fun. I put on my

merchandise and fold up my clothes. I gave

it was fetishizing. The mood between us

and offered several compliments. I felt my

shoes and went downstairs, stopping to

it no further thought. I decided that the

momentarily shifted. He looked surprised

neck warm up as I blushed. He was sweet. I

talk to a few people before heading to the

dress was exactly what I wanted and I was

and embarrassed that I wasn’t flattered.

would go out with him again.

Navy Exchange across the street. I wanted

going to buy it. I gave my reflection a quick

to wear a sundress to the block party and

once over and smiled.

His eyes fell to the floor, then returned to
mine.

When we got back to the base, Travis
walked me to the door of the barracks. He

I remembered seeing a blue and white

kissed my cheek and asked if he could see

one there that I thought was cute, so I ran

closer to the mirror to further inspect my

wondered how he would describe a white

me again soon and I said of course.

across the street hoping it was still there.

face. My hazel eyes were slowly changing,

woman. A nice bowl of mashed potatoes?

My room was stuffy, so I opened

A tall glass of 2% milk? Delicious coconut

the window. The breeze was cool and it

immediately greeted by one of the

pools of honey. Peripherally, I saw the

meat? The thought made me laugh, and

smelled like rain. I washed my face. My

cashiers. I smiled and returned her hello,

figure walking through the clothes. She was

that seemed to lift Travis’s spirit. I didn’t

phone buzzed. It was Travis. Have you ever

then directed my attention to the women’s

walking directly toward me. I glanced up

think he meant any harm, so I accepted

fucked a white boy? The wind punched my

clothing and went directly to the dresses.

at her and immediately didn’t like her. She

his apology. The bartender handed us our

ugly blue and purple and green curtains

After a few minutes of searching, I found

was graceful, and walked with a grotesque

drinks with a smile, and Travis took my

and the floor shifted beneath my feet. I

the blue and white dress. I held it up to my

air of superiority, very Cruella Deville-

hand and led me to a nearby pool table.

never spoke to him again.

body and looked down at it. Peripherally,

esque. I felt the mood of the space around

“I’m sorry,” he apologized, and I
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When I entered the building, I was

My skin was finally clearing up. I moved

as they often did. Green rivers flooding
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me shift. It was a familiar temperature. I

invasive and disturbing his action was.

sighed and put on my best I’m-not-okay-

Maybe this man, who was at least 65 years

with-this-but-she’s-my-elder-so-I-should-

old, and who at some point surely had

was a girl standing in front of a mirror a

laughter. The sky was still bright as the

give-her-a-chance face, and offered a

heard (or had probably even perpetuated)

few feet away, behind Henry. He bumped

clouds were slowly rolling in. It was hot,

half-hearted smile.

a stereotype or two, was unaware of how

into her and she turned to face him. Her

but the wind was blowing cool relief. There

dehumanizing his act was. I tried to give

short hair was dark. Her skin porcelain.

were quite a few activities for children, and

turned to face the shrill voice. The woman

him a pass as the lights flickered in my

Her features were small, pretty. She was a

while the other adults laughed and talked

was tall and pale. A corpse with a pinched

mind.

modern Snow White. The corpse chastised

and sang karaoke, Amber and I were at the

her husband.

bounce houses and bubble stations bribing

“My God! Henry come over here!” I

face. She was smiling.
A moment later, a gangly man, Henry,

Ignoring the expression that I could feel
on my face and my palpable frustration,

building around me began to crumble.
“I’m Black.” My voice was harsh. There

“Henry, move! Respect this young

The air smelled of barbecue and was
filled with live instruments and children’s

children with snacks and dollar bills to let

was at her side, frowning, presumably

the shrill corpse trumped Henry’s violation,

woman’s space.” The building collapsed as

us take their turns. The kids just laughed.

annoyed by his wife disturbing his cologne

rubbing her unreasonably soft palm down

I tore into the shrill corpse. I stood outside

We were there for about two hours

bath a few feet away. My head began

my right cheek. The building trembled

of myself and watched with immense

when we saw a little boy running up to

to reel and I didn’t have my inhaler. I

and bile rose to the top of my throat.

pleasure as my words cut through her like

everyone. We could hear him talking about

consciously took a long, slow breath.

I swallowed and abruptly, with all the

glass as they ripped from my throat. “You

the tooth fairy as he ran through the crowd.

restraint I could muster, grabbed her

disgusting bitch!” “Bigot!” “Corpse of a

Amber saw him first as he made his way

beamed. “Henry, isn’t she gorgeous?”

emaciated blue-vein sheathed wrist and

woman!” Black tar spears poured from my

over to us.

Henry, who didn’t seem to have noticed me

pulled down, hard. The security guard

mouth, the mouth of a would-be angel,

until his wife brought me to his attention,

cleared his throat, and the corpse’s grey-

through the heart of a ghost.

smiled. I winced. The breaking of his face

blue eyes changed. She knew what she

looked painful and unnatural. His eyes

had done, and she knew I couldn’t say

Navy Exchange, the corpse was standing

softened, amused, as they made their way

or do anything about it without getting

in the same spot, crying to Henry and the

He was adorable. A chunky little white boy

to my crown. I never even had a chance to

escorted out. The security was there for

security guard, and choking on dust and

with spiked brown hair, clear blue eyes, and

be flattered.

her. Her thin, firetruck red lips curled into a

indignation.

one deep dimple that caved the side of his

He dug his decrepit fingers into my

stomach-churning smile, different from her

			

mane. “Her hair is pretty neat.” I rejected

previous one. I wanted to walk away. Grab

the urge to spit and stiffly ripped his

my clothes, go back into the dressing room

my teeth, I considered putting on makeup.

languishing fingers from my hair, shrinking

and change, pay for my dress, and leave,

My skin was almost back to normal in spite

elated to meet someone who knew the

as I heard strands break. Don’t pet me!

but I couldn’t move my body. I was afraid

of yesterday’s cold touch of death. I didn’t

tooth fairy and he laughed and told me she

Don’t touch me! Heat rose up my neck

that if I did I wouldn’t be able to control

want to risk it, so I just used a moisturizer

was going to go to his house that night to

and pricked at my scalp. I clenched my jaw.

it and my emotions might take over. I was

and followed with sunscreen. I brushed

buy his teeth.

Obtuse, Henry waited for my thank you.

afraid I’d hit her. So I stood there, biting the

out my hair until it was big and fluffy and

My face heated up and I took long, slow

inside of my lip. I swallowed blood.

fabulous, remembering the dead fingers

“Baby, you are gorgeous!” the woman

breaths to calm myself. I held my tongue.
I didn’t want to be the “angry Black
woman.” Maybe he didn’t know how
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“Are you mixed?” My blood boiled

I bought my dress, and when I left the

…

I washed my face carefully. As I brushed

“Hey, you cutie pie!” The little boy
smiled to reveal a space where his front
teeth used to be.
“Have you ever met the Tooth Fairy?”

face when he smiled or spoke. I answered
him.
“Yes, we’re good friends.” He was

His shoes were untied so I asked him if
he knew how to tie them.

that had attacked it the day before. I

“Kinda, but they never stay.”

as I swallowed angry tears, and my body

rolled Carmex across my lips and left the

“Would you like me to help you?”

tensed as the walls leaned in and the

barracks. Amber was outside waiting.

He nodded. I stooped down to help. He
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smelled sweet, like a candied apple, and I

I became aware of my hands. They were

smiled as I reached his eye level. His bright

balled into fists so tight they were losing

blue eyes turned cloudy and there was

color. The dam broke and the water

concern on his small face. He wanted to ask

rushed from my eyes and I sobbed as the

me something. I asked him if he was okay

sky opened and God and Amber cried

and he raised his hand to my face and his

with me. I spent the following day in the

cheek caved in as he asked,

barracks.

question was sincere.
My heart thumped, and I smiled as I

to Central Market. On our way to check
out, we were stopped by an older white
woman. She was tall, four or five inches

told him no, that being Black was the best

taller than my 5’6, and she wore blue

thing in the world. It was amazing and

shorts, a white lace blouse, and white

beautiful and fun just like being a cute little

Keds. She had a smooth tan face, the age

boy waiting for the tooth fairy was amazing,

of which was betrayed by her freckled

beautiful, and fun. He smiled sweetly and

and wrinkled neck and hands. She had

gave me hug.

the brightest green eyes I’ve ever seen

Then that baby was suddenly and

on a person and her smile was kind. Her

violently ripped away from me. It was his

expression was perplexing. While she

mother. She snatched that little boy by his

looked kind and eager to speak to me, she

collar, actually sanitized his hands and arms,

also seemed embarrassed. She introduced

then threw his shoes next to the trash. The

herself as Catherine and asked my

wind shifted and picked up speed. The

name. She extended her hand to me as I

viciousness of that moment was blatant,

considered lying to her before finally telling

and the expression on that little face when

her my name and shaking her hand.

he looked back at me immediately seared

“BreAunnè.” Catherine told me that I

itself into my psyche. He was so confused

looked familiar and asked me if I had been

and sad and scared. Something was

at the social event the previous weekend.

wrong, but he didn’t know what. It broke

“Oh! Yes, ma’am. I was there. It was

something inside me and a knot formed in

interesting.” Catherine smiled and shifted.

my stomach. A lump grew in my throat. I

I was suddenly hyper-aware of her nose. It

was seeing the beginning stages of either

was small and adorable. It seemed odd on

a virulent racist or a beautiful activist. I felt

a body so old, like it didn’t actually belong

physical pain as my brain floated inside

to her.

my skull and the long, slow breaths failed
to relax my heart rate. For some reason,
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Then she said, “That horrible, idiot of a
woman who attacked you was my daughter.

Ana Dria

His voice was quiet, furtive, and his

The next weekend, a friend and I went

UNTITLED

“Does it hurt to be Black?”

I am so sorry she did that to you and I’m

smiled, but she looked sad. I wanted to roll

embarrassed that a child I raised has the

my eyes. I felt my chest warm. Go away,

picture with you? I think Austin would really

beautiful boy. His hair was darker than I

ideals that she does. I don’t understand it.”

lady. Catherine.

like that. I try to always set a good example

remembered. Austin and I both smiled.

She shook her head.
My breath caught in my chest. I felt

She continued, “My husband and I

“If it’s not pushing too far, may I take a

for him. Frank and I always try. We don’t

in front of her. My heart leapt. He was a

I hugged him and he said, “That’s the

are Austin’s legal guardians, and we’ll be

teach that colorblind bullshit. He should

same hug.” He was wearing braces.

a sudden and unexplainable twist in my

damned if he grows up to be yet another

be able to recognize our differences and

			

gut. An odd combination of incongruous

racist stain on this planet. It won’t change

know that it’s our differences that make us

emotions. Fear and anger and sadness and

what happened to you and it won’t change

strong. Our differences are what make us

shifted ever so slightly as my heart beat

the sudden urge to laugh at her ridiculous

that it was my own daughter who did it,

beautiful.”

against my chest when I saw Austin again,

nose.

but I hope it helps in any way to know

“She didn’t attack me.” That was

I didn’t smile at her. I felt like I should,

…

Years later, I remember how the world

when we hugged. He smelled clean, sweet.

that we sat down and had a long talk with

but my face refused. There were too many

I remember the beautiful pain from the

Austin. He didn’t fully understand what was

emotions and none at all. I was afraid that

swelling in my throat at the sight of his

happening, but he did understand that it

if I smiled or spoke, the wrong emotion

smile. Braces. Those braces. They implied

sighed. “She didn’t physically touch you or

‘felt wrong.’” She held up her hands to air

might spill out first. Besides, her speech

change, or, at the very least, the capacity

your friend, but she sure as hell attacked

quote, indicating that those were Austin’s

was nothing I hadn’t heard before. I agreed

to do so, to be better. For Travis, for the

you and I am so very sorry for that.” She

own words.

to take the picture. What I offered wasn’t

red man, the Shrill Corpse and Henry, for

exactly a smile. It was weighed down by

Austin, for his mother, for Catherine, for

nice to him and you talked to him about

too much. But I felt hopeful for Austin. With

me. Those braces represented perspective

be that way and we don’t know how she

the tooth fairy.” She apologized with a

Catherine at the reigns, maybe he still had

and paradigm shifts, not starting over, but

managed to take such a different path

laugh for his obsession with the tooth

a chance.

starting again, with pride, from where you

than us or her brother and sister, but you

fairy. She asked me if she could hug me.

			

did not deserve that and neither did my

I said yes. She held on longer than I had

grandson.”

expected. When she finally released me her

Frank, Austin—earlier this year at Central

essentially the same: you’re born, you live,

bright eyes were cloudy and my annoyance

Market. Well, Catherine saw me. They had

you laugh, hopefully you love and are loved

at her nose. I was uncomfortable and there

was eclipsed by pity. This woman, with

a fourth member of their party—Kendall,

in return, you shrink, you grow, you deepen,

was a throbbing behind my eyes.

glass-like green eyes, a smooth face, a

Austin’s cousin. Catherine walked up to

and, until you die, you encounter. It’s those

“It’s okay, Ms. Catherine. Thank—”

bunny rabbit nose, and aged neck and

me, surprising me. She was smiling. Her

encounters, your reactions to them, and the

“It’s not okay.” She was still shaking her

hands, through no fault of her own, was the

pink lips complemented her bright green

strengths and wisdom you gain from them

head. Her face was pained and she was

mother of a racist, and she was ashamed,

eyes. She really was a lovely lady. She

that set you apart, that make you you.

turning red.

spending her golden years fighting to not

undoubtedly was stunning in her youth.

“Frank and I addressed her disgusting

be the grandmother of one.

She introduced me to Frank, who greeted

that title are easy. Those are nothing. It’s

me with a Santa Claus laugh and a tight

the other moments. The ones that leave

handshake.

you with heart palpitations, gasping for air,

definitely not the nose she was born with.
“Yes, she did honey.” Catherine

paused, searching the aisles for the words.
“Her father and I did not raise her to

Like an idiot, I just stood there, staring

behavior immediately, but before we could

“He was sad and said that you were

She hesitated, “I hope we can be

…

I saw the three of them—Catherine,

are.
Every experience of being human is

The encounters with racists who hate

speak to you, you were gone. I don’t blame

friends.” I didn’t reply. Was I supposed

you for leaving. I just wish you hadn’t been

to be happy or sad or angry? Was this

put in a position to feel like you had to

supposed to make up for her hateful

Catherine was pulling a handsome, no-

The ones that you may or may not see

leave. And call me Catherine, dear,” she

daughter? For racism in general?

longer-chubby boy from beside her to

coming, but underestimate if you do. The
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“And I’m sure you remember Austin.”

head reeling, face flushed.
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ones that force you to clench your jaw
shut or bite your lip until you taste iron,
squeeze your fists until your hands hurt,
physically restrain angry tears. The ones
so violent that you see and hear and feel
the world shift right before you. Those
are the moments that shine a light on
your “otherness”. Those are the instances
when you have to be wholly aware of
the cold hate that whispers to your heart
and the warm love and kindness that
slowly slip away. The urge to stoop low or
your propensity to stay high. Those are
the moments that shape and shift your
paradigm.
I think that afternoon I emptied that
emotional basement. I threw away that
anger and that sadness and that loathing
and that confusion. I threw away that
bitterness. My skin was bright and clear.
And Austin wore braces.
			

…

“Just as a snake sheds its skin, we must
shed our past over and over again.”
—Gautama Buddha

ADULTIFICATION
Dejion Duncan
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MAUDLIN TONGUES
Calli Corbyn Carte

linger
ghosts slither out of my mouth
and up into the sky
on nights when the concrete
around my heart is not
enough.
they claw their way back up
and out of my throat
in one last desperate attempt
to self-destruct.
their demise is at the hands of the
inferno glowing in between my fingers,
and the ravenous breath of the moon
curling at the nape of my neck.
a cemetery is built
in the branches of my lungs, and
they leave their graves to crystallize
into battered blankets of
char.
how thoughtful of them –
to choose me as the canvas to
paint their last whispers of being
on.
“Here lies the remains of
Everything That Could Have Been”
the tombstones read.
but what a pity it is
to have wasted a sculptor’s delicacy on
a place
where no one has ever come bearing
flowers.
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Ana Dria

THE BEGINNING OF THIS ESSAY
Samuel Snow

Is it me writing this? Is that too existential a question? I think I started this essay in the
wrong way.
Reset.
Um… okay, let’s try this:
My tumor is, in a literal sense, a part of my brain; it’s engrained there, and I try to kill it…
No. Not that, either. It’s too anatomical and it kind of paints me in a bad light.
Reset.
You can write with your nose. Explaining the smell of a kitchen—you’re cooking an Italian
dinner and the savory scent of garlic is swimming through the air. Or you’re in a bakery
cooking some gingerbread men, and the tingly smell of cinnamon dances to your nose.
You can write with your mouth. Describing the zest of that basil meeting the tomato in the
marinara sauce you just made unleashes the dams holding back your salivary glands. Your
mouth is now watering.
There’s the sting of taste-testing that sauce right out of that sizzling pan. The coppery
taste of blood because you bit your tongue. You can write with your body. Writing about
the zing of stepping into a blustery, frigid wind after being curled into your nap-inducing
sheets.

GESTURE
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But can you write with your brain? Can the tumor inside of my brain write an essay?
I like that, but I’m a writer. I should keep exploring beginnings.
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Beginnings. Beginnings. Beginnings. Be. Gin. Nings. Three syllables. Threes. Oh.

How many words have I written?

Literature is big on threes, and that’s two threes. Three-syllable word repeated three

Reset.

times? Nah.
Does revising this essay negate the meta-effect I’m aiming for?
Zurücksetzen (German for ‘Reset’)
R.e.s.e.t.
There are three physical parts to writing. The thinking of the topic. The typing onto the
page. The… nope. Only two there.

I really did like how the third beginning was going. I’ll try one more.

Reset.

Reset is starting to sound weird.

Scientifically… I don’t know anything about the science of my brain and how the tumor
interferes with daily life. I just know I have something called microseizures every so often.

My tumor is writing this essay.

Risotto. Sounds like ‘Reset.’

Nope. Way too direct. Although, this form is kind of relaying an underlying anxiety that’s
there due to the tumor. So, in a sense, that is right. Eh. I’m going with number three.

My tumor is like a—nope.
Reset.
Reset.
Oh, I just realized that this essay is likely meeting new eyes. I should probably give some
context. I forgot that last time.
Reeeeset.
I have a brain tumor. It was diagnosed three years and one-hundred and thirty-six days
ago (more from the moment you’re reading this), and it’s been hell dealing with it since
then. It was actually hell before the diagnosis, too, but that’s another essay altogether.
Anyway, back to beginnings.
Can I get a ‘Re?’ Can I get a ‘Set?’
When I write, the ideas have to simmer in my brain before I have something to put on the
page. While sitting there, they must come into contact with the tumor. Ugh, no.
Reset.
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OREO TENDENCIES
Jeffrey Hunter Jr.

A voice screams into the earpiece
of my headset, so I have to yank it off to

“I can’t play basketball, either. Like,

rescue my eardrums. Shit. I can still hear

I’m definitely not like these black kids you

the screaming. The only light in the room

know?”

comes from the screen.
“Hey kid, shut the fuck up and stop
screaming, Jesus!”
“Just boot his ass!”
The screaming stops. I put the headset
mic back on. Thank God. “Thank God.”
“For real, that kid was annoying as
fuck.”
I let out a yawn. I don’t feel ready to
crash yet. I can still shake off tomorrow for
another hour. “I can probably only play

“See, the funny thing I guess is—
I am black.”
“Wait, for real?” The laughter stops.
“You’re black, Feji?”
“Yeah.” I lean forward. My heart’s pace
picks up.
“That’s weird—you—don’t really sound
black.”
“Oh, well, I am.” My laugh slips out to

tomorrow for school, unfortunately.”

so am I.

“Same. How’s school for you, Feji?”

“Nah, no you’re not.”

“It hasn’t been too bad, I guess.” I yawn

“I’m for real,” I say. “Like dead ass,

to play basketball, and I suck ass.” My
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Anxiety tingles in my fingers and toes.

keep composure. They’re just voices,

dude.” I feel tightness in my chest. “I have

Part of a Series
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They laugh.

for another hour. I’ve got to wake up early

again. “But I’m dreeeaading tomorrow,

GESTURE

stress about.”

chest relaxes as my pride blows away.
“Are you trying out for the team?”
“Nah, it’s just for PE. Just a couple of
lay-ups and stuff, I think,” I say.
“It’ll probably be fine dude, nothing to

bro.”
“But you sound so—I don’t know. I
wouldn’t have guessed.”
“How’s black supposed to sound?” My
leg twitches up and down. I feel erratic.
“I think we mean you sound so wellspoken, like without slang or anything.”
Disappointment bubbles over and spills
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with slang. “Um, aight, well, I’ma hit the

“Rooks!”

bed.” I crawl out of bed and reach for the

I glance over to see my friends in the

power button.

corner under the windows. Cool. I pull out

“What? Feji, c’mo—”
The room flickers to black. The

my earbuds and walk over.
“What’s up, Rooks? You good?”

“I was up playing Xbox live last night
with some assholes,” I groan. “And I’m
stressing because I’ve got PE later today.”
“How come we didn’t get an invite?”
Benji asks.

I can feel my hand scratching the back
of my head on instinct. Damnit Benji.
Jerome arches an eyebrow. Damnit
Benji. “Oh, cool—uh, you mind if I sit right
quick?” Jerome asks. His voice sounds

bedframe creaks as I bury myself under the

Johnathan asks. He has deep bags under

“For XBL?” I ask.

deep and rhythmic as he cruises around

cotton sheets and groan. I reach for my

his eyes again. His black frizzled hair looks

“Yeah,” everyone chimes in.

syllables. I can’t help but think on how I

dresser. My fingers fiddle for my phone.

wilder today, and his glasses tilt to one

“It was like midnight,” I say. “I figured

sound.

I pull it into bed. I feel the plugged-in

side.

earbud jack. Cool. I untangle the mess

I pull up a seat. Do I look not-good?

and wedge the one working earbud in my

“Nothing, man. I’m just waiting for PE. I

right ear. The left bud dangles to the side.

feel exhausted,” I look around the lunch

Listening to Otis feels right; some sitting

table. We’ve got Johnathan and Benji.

you guys were asleep.”
“Nah, I stayed up watching anime a
little longer,” Johnathan says.
“Oh! Guys, guess what?” Benji’s voice

flows with the waves of the starting strings.

“What’d you do last night?” I ask.

first time a few days ago.”

I try to slip into sleep, into anywhere but

“Just stayed up working on that pre-cal

			

“Mmm,” I mutter.
…

Tomorrow starts with a little jazz.
The high-energy chatter pours through
my silent ear bud as I walk into the school

“Yo.” Luke walks up in his bright red
Pumas. He takes a seat.
“Damn, Luke! Those shoes look nice!”
Benji’s voice carries past the table.

reclining against the back of his chair. “Yo,
in PE?”

Fullmetal Alchemist Brotherhood for the

“Idiots.”

“’Preciate it.” Jerome sits down,
so, Rooks, you ready for that basketball unit

“I’m tired, too,” Benji says.

homework,” Benji yawns.

light.

and arms leap. “I actually just started

on the dock of the bay. My exhaustion

tonight, or tomorrow.

“Sure,” Johnathan gives the green

“Whoa!” Luke’s mouth gapes open. He
raises his arms up and leans back.
“For real?” Johnathan leans on the
table.

“Nah, man, not really.” Good, play it
cool. Fit your skin.
“Oh, so you didn’t do yo fitness
journal?” Jerome asks.
“Oh, well, I got that done at least, but

“How far are you?” I ask.

it’s only with the notes and personal stuff

“Well, I just got to the part—”

I’ve been eating,” I say. Please don’t

“Hey! What you guys talkin’ ‘bout?”

ask for it.

cafeteria. The chaos blends with the sounds

“Easy, Benji, easy. You’re getting

Jerome has his letterman jacket sleeves

of brass from Christian Scott’s Stretch Music

pretty loud again,” Johnathan says. We

rolled up to show off his cut, chocolate

you know what I’m sayin’?” Jerome laughs

in my other ear. It fuels my walk into the

turn around to the lunch room. We’ve got

forearms as he walks up to our lunch table.

as he reclines in his chair. He looks over

cafeteria, the wasteland of social anxiety.

glances on us. The football crew has three

The sunlight reveals the dark blue veins

at Benji again. Benji just stares back. His

The sounds of the brass horns herald my

combined tables. Their crimson letterman

popping underneath his arms. He has a

eyes won’t turn away. Damnit Benji. Jerome

arrival. The saxophone blasts, and the

jackets huddle together. A few of their crew

bounce to his step that makes him glide.

just gives a flat smile. It looks like he can’t

full scene unravels: dim sunlight from the

glances over; they have black skin across

Benji’s loud ass brought him here in the

contain his laughter. I watch him glance

cafeteria windows. The pastel-colored floor

the whole spectrum. I suddenly realize

middle of an anime talk, Oreo shit. Time to

back over at the football table for a split

tiles. The smell of burnt seafood. The scent

Benji and I are the only black guys at our

abort that conversation. Quick, think.

second. “So, y’all watch anime, huh?”

simmering slowly into the cream-colored

table. I know they realized it, too.

walls. I feel the atmosphere taking over my

“My bad, I apologize,” Benji says.

steps. Then I feel something sticky under

“What’s up, Rooks? You look tired.”

I’ll make the play, just to save face. “We
were just talking about—”
“Anime, we were just talking about

my Nikes after every other step. Gross.

Luke gives me the squad handshake: a

anime.” Benji crosses his arms. He looks

Where’s everyone? I scan the cafeteria.

clap, a slide, a grip, a snap.

straight at Jerome.
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“Shoot, that’s better than what I’ve got,

“Yeah,” Benji says. Everyone at the
table just nods. Don’t geek out, don’t geek
out. We’re facing social embarrassment.
Jerome nods his head with us. I can see
his eyes dart back and forth to the football
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table. He keeps looking back at his team.
We’ll be the joke for weeks, especially me
and Benji.
Quick, break the tension. “So wassup,
Jerome?”
“Right, right, I just meant to ask, is it all
right if I borrow that journal?” Jerome asks.
Seriously? How hard is it to write down
the shit you eat? “Do you need it?”
“Yeah, I got caught up watchin’, uh—

at basketball.”

watches the wall.

“It’s all right, Rooks, you’ve just got
some Oreo tendencies, that’s all. Basketball
away.
“Yeah, I know.” My fingers want to curl
the undertones in my skin. What if I can’t
I don’t have Jerome’s confidence or the
What’s black enough?

concrete floor. Each step feels weighted
as my sound travels. I can feel my heart
pumping faster, each time I get closer

murmur. I glance around the locker room.

to the stairs. Is the music enough? My

No one heard that.

hand grasps the brick wall to support my

“This what you get hype to?” Jerome
asks.

play ball, in front of everyone? Luke’s right:

pearly white teeth to contrast his black skin.

“Uh, sure.” I shrug. My anxiety laughs it
off.

apprehension. I get to the base of the
stairs. The light from upstairs shines down.
My pulse rushes through my veins, down
my legs, and into the tingling in my toes.

Jerome laughs and pats me on the
back. “You different, huh?”

I climb the steps and walk into the gym.
Everyone else sits, waiting on the bright

The school bell on the intercom rings.

“Uh—” I stammer.

red bleachers. The waxy hardwood court

Fuck it, I’m out of here. “Peace, guys.”

“That’s cause he an Oreo!” Someone in

causes my Nikes to squeak and nearly slip

be sure to get it back to me when we’re in

I jump out of my seat with my backpack

the locker room.”

and march out of the cafeteria. I jam

“‘Preciate ya cuz, forreal.” Jerome pats

“It’s—‘Walk,’ by the Foo Fighters,” I

tight until my fists burn bright red from

voice—but I’m not white, but I’m not black?

hand off the black spiral notebook. “Just

looks at me. I can’t read his face.

isn’t your thing,” Luke says. Benji looks

anime.” Jerome smiles to show off his
“Uh, yeah, sure thing. Here.” Dick. I

“What is this?” Jerome laughs and

room. My Nikes echo across the smooth

the back corner removes his letterman.
“Nah, he just one of the smart ones,”

with every step. Banners of past sport’s
district and state championship victories

my earbuds in. I’ve got to get away. My

Jerome says as turns away to his locker.

hang all around the walls, and on the back

me on the shoulder. “You the best.” He

blackness is on the line.

I can’t read his expression, but his voice

wall hangs the game buzzer.

takes off, back to the football table. Some

		

doesn’t waver. He sounds convincing. Did

…

of the players huddle around him as they

“Hey, whatchu listening to?”

pull out journals.

My body and emotional barricade

“Seriously?” Benji says.

rise on instinct. I nearly bump the back of

“I know.” I don’t want to get caught

my head on the grated blue mini-lockers

he just stand up for me?
One of the football players shrugs off
and walks upstairs to the gym.
“You coming?” Jerome asks. He hands

Johnson looks down on me. My eyes
always jump to his immense arms and
towering figure; he could out-buff a
professional body builder. He looks like a

without the book when it’s time for check.

as I look up to see Jerome’s toned chest

Should I take it back—in front of the whole

hovering over me. He’s slipping on his

football crew? Fuck no. I’ll look like an

grey gym t-shirt before he reaches for my

pretend to read something on my phone,

asshole. I’ll get it back later. How much

left ear bud. He waits for something. He

but I just need to absorb the energy from

The girls sit in a separate clique from

time is there left in lunch—until PE?

doesn’t know. Do I have time to change the

the guitar riffs a little longer. I want to feel

the guys. I don’t want to look like an outlier.

song?

the vibrations in the chords and let them

I decide to mix in with the rest of the

sync to my pulse. My leg taps to the rhythm

football players. Jerome’s the only one I

of the percussion. I’ll need the boost.

know. I get closer to him than the others;

“What is it that’s going on in PE again?”
Johnathan asks.
“It’s this stupid basketball unit.” I just
don’t get why we even have to do sports
we can’t do. It’s so stupid.
“But you’re a runner. You don’t ball,”
Luke speaks my thoughts.
“I know, it’s stupid.” I know. “I suck ass
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“Nothing’s playing.” Jerome looks at
me, sincerely confused.
There’s no time. “Only one of my
earbuds works,” I say as I hand him the

me back my earbud. He walks for the stairs.

“All right, Rooks, finally.” Coach

“Oh, yeah, I’ll be there in a sec.” I

“Bet.” Jerome’s footsteps echo down
the hallway and up the stairs.

black Greek demigod. He smells like aftershave. “Since everybody here now, we can
get started.”

he doesn’t budge. I don’t think he notices.
“So, we gon’ keep today simple. I’m

working, right one. The earbud nearly slips

Now or never, Rooks. I rise from the

just gon’ take up everybody journals at the

out of my sweaty palm. I can feel my eyes

bench. I walk on. The dim lights guide my

end. So, we gon’ start with the dribbling,

watching for Jerome’s reaction. He sits and

way through the basement-level locker

then we’ll do lay-ups and free-throws.
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Sound cool? Cool. All right, everybody,

from my fingers and rolls towards the girl’s

grab a ball, and get on the line. Girls in

line. I just hear laughter. I nearly trip in a

this line, guys in a separate line.” Coach

rush to grab my ball. One of the girls stops

Johnson wheels out a cart of basketballs.

mid-drill to let me grab it. I can feel the

We stand in line, single file, with everyone

eyes. I can hear one of the football players

facing someone else’s back, and orange

laughing hysterically. I run back to the end

cones between us. I make sure to stack at

of the line. I try to reclaim my composure.

the end of the line, just in case.
“All right, on the count of the whistle,
dribble between the cones, then come
back around to the end of the line.” Coach
Johnson blows the whistle.
What? Shit, no—fuck. I watch each of

whistle—” He blows.
Jerome takes off with speed and
precision. He jets for the basketball net and
lifts off the ground. The ball loops over and
teases the rim until it falls through the net.

the cones with finesse, like he has an

He waits to grab his ball, then dribbles to

invisible tether to the ball. His palm and

the end of the line. Everyone follows, one

the ball always coordinate; he never slips

after the other without hesitation. I step in

up, and his Jordans glide across the gym

front next.

behind me. I can faintly hear his breathing.
The other players start the cycle. I feel my

“Here we go,” someone murmurs, then
chuckles.
I run forward with my eyes on the

feet stuttering to move forward. My hand

hoop. The ball stays in my reach as I stride

drops the ball; the ball bounces back. I start

forward. I’m getting closer. I get under the

dribbling between the cones. My control

net. I let the ball loose, upwards towards

feels unbalanced, awkward. I nearly trip

the rim, and over my head. I don’t hear the

over a cone. My hands clasp onto the ball

rim. I look over my shoulder. The ball falls

after it nearly slips from my grip. Only a few

back to the ground with me. Shit. The ball

cones left. My hands won’t let go of the ball

must not have reached the rim. One of the

again. I just step between the cones with

players laughs hysterically. I watch my ball

the ball in my hands.

bounce away, to the girl’s line again.

“Rooks, what is you doin’?” Coach

Chinaza Agbor

next,” Coach Johnson shouts. “On the

the lines start. Jerome dribbles between

floor. He dribbles around, then comes up

MULTIFACETED

“All right, all right, we gon’ do layups

“It’s aight, Rooks. Just grab your ball

Johnson smacks his forehead and shouts

and get back in line,” Coach Johnson’s

across the gym. I feel the eyes on me. I

voice booms. The guy’s line explodes in

feel my status slipping, solidifying into

laughter. I jog for the locker room.

whiteness. I drop the ball back down for a
dribble, but the edge of the ball slips away

“Rooks, Rooks! Where you goin’,
man?” Coach asks.
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“I’m just gonna run to the bathroom
real quick.” I hope the embarrassment

“Living for the City,” I say.
“Dope, I like it. Never heard it before,”

doesn’t leak from my voice. My whole body

Jerome says. He takes a seat on the bench

shakes. Coach Johnson just nods. I hurry

next to me. “You know, this the type of

down the stairs, down the hall and to the

music my folks listen to.”

“Nah, I just didn’t—nah,” I fumble my
words and laugh it off.
“Nah, man,” Jerome laughs. “I just
don’t talk about it all too much.”
“For real?”

bench. I swing my locker open as it slams

“Same.”

“Yeah, c’mon, that’s quality shit.”

against another. I reach for my backpack. I

“Got any other stuff like this?”

“True.” True. Maybe—“You know what,

pull out my phone and my earbuds. I need

“Yeah, I’ve got a playlist full of the stuff

the right track. I need to breathe. I sit down

my mom makes me listen to in the car.” I

on the locker room bench. I am black. I am

laugh. The sounds of Prince and Michael

black, just not enough. They’re right. They

Jackson flood into my memory.

see the Oreo, the misfit, the contradiction.

“No way, I thought you just listen to—

let me send you that playlist whenever we
get done with PE.”
“Bet, sounds good, Rooks,” Jerome
says. He taps me on the shoulder and
stands up. “I’ma head back upstairs before

My head feels heavy. I lean in, deep. My

like, rock stuff.” Jerome keeps listening to

coach yells, but, uh, I meant to hand it

head drops below my shoulders as I hunch

my working ear bud. I see the fascination in

off to you earlier, but—” Jerome reaches

over. I wedge in my earbuds. My right has

his eyes.

into the locker behind us. He pulls out my

a myriad of bass guitar, piano interjections,
the onset of drums, and the backup singers

“That’s not all I’ve got,” I say flatly. Of
course, that’s all he sees.

painting a Motown R&B landscape. My left

“That’s wassup. You oughta send

has the hollowness of blowing air. I’m stuck

me that playlist bro, I’ve been lookin’ for

in between, in a Limbo. Footsteps linger in

something new to jam to,” Jerome says.

fitness journal and places it next to me.
“Catch you upstairs.” He gives me the
handshake with a clap, slide, grip, and a
snap. He walks away.
I feel a subtle smile breaking through

the hallway. They sound closer. My empty

“Sure.” I nod.

the cracks in my barrier. I let the song

earbud catches them. Jerome turns around

“Also, I heard you guys talking about

play out as the background singers

the corner and stands over me again.
“Hey, man, you comin’ back up?” he
asks.
Can’t get even a moment of peace.
“Yeah, I was just taking a minute,” I say.
He nods. “Whatchu listenin’ to now?”

anime earlier?” Jerome asks.
“Huh?” What anim— “Oh!” Damnit

auditory fade to black. I feel the silence.

just started this show called Fullmetal

For a moment, I fit my skin; I feel me. Yeah,

Alchemist.”

“Bet.”

“Bro, that show is the shit, straight up.”
Jerome smirks. He jumps up and emotes

hear the void in the other. I can’t read his

with his hands. “You talkin’ ’bout the

expression, but he starts bobbing his head.

original, or brotherhood?”

“Oh, yeah,” I stutter. My leg is wagging.
Stop it.
“Which track is this?” Jerome asks. “It
sounds pretty dope.”
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The background singers cut off—into an

Benji. “That’s Benji. He just, uh, he

He pulls out my working earbud. I can only

“This Stevie Wonder?”

crescendo and the instruments fade out.

“You’ve seen it?” I ask. I blink twice.
“Yeah, man. It’s a good-ass show,”
Jerome admits. I watch his eyes read me.
His bottom lip protrudes. “What, a nigga
can’t like anime?”
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i am an astronaut, and i am afraid of space
Danielle Kotrla

i am an astronaut, and i am afraid of space
why would i search the sky
for stars
when they are here
beside me?
i spiral into your atmosphere—
gravity gone.
i am floating at your fingertips
light, featherlike.
the version of myself
i never was.
my tongue is weightless,
though heavy still it does not call out
for god; for you.
solitary here does not mean alone
if there was nothing but a
void
to begin with.
i do not, will not,
wait for you
on the edge of the universe,
because there i will become
you and this self-held hatred
burned into my being means
that then i could not love you

LAMENTS
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and, my darling,
i could not imagine
a worse fate than
being in this universe
and seeing nothing
but space.
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Actually, Lucita thought, it’d been two

RED LIPSTICK

and a half years. Two and a half years of not

guess we could catch up.”

seeing each other in person, only through

			

pictures posted to Facebook, tweets sent

They were fifteen when they became

on Twitter. Only through intangible things,

friends.

a Like here, a rare comment there, a

Sarah Pruitt

“Sure,” Lucita heard herself saying, “I
…

They had three classes together

summary of someone’s hopes or fears or

freshman year and ended up sitting next

laughter told in 140 painstaking characters.

to each other in all of them. The first

And now here Brooke was, in the flesh.

time Lucita spent the night at Brooke’s

Lucita was reaching for a book on the

and dreams and buildings stretching high

Her hair had always been long, but now

house, they stayed up until five in the

highest shelf—arm muscles straining, legs

enough to almost poke God in the eye,

it was short, falling to her chin, her bangs

morning, laughing until their sides hurt,

kind of jumping—when she heard someone

now back to squat buildings and everything

making her big eyes look even bigger. She

watching movies but more so making

call her name. It was half-question, half-

closing by midnight. The city that never

was wearing a red scarf that matched her

fun of the movies than actually watching

exclamation, like they had finally found her

sleeps versus the city that nods off on the

red lips, and the darkness of both seemed

them. Brooke’s mom was woken up by

but didn’t know if they wanted to. Like their

couch in front of the TV and snores loud

to bleed at the edges; looking at that

their gigglefest and told them to go to

voice had left their body before the rest of

enough to annoy its wife.

redness, Lucita rolled her lips together, as

sleep. Lying there next to Brooke at the

if protecting them, or preserving the trace

time of morning when the sun itself is just

of something still lingering on them after

beginning to wake up, all the rest of the

years of trying to forget.

world asleep, Lucita thought that this must

them could high-tail it out of there.
“Lucita?”

“I dunno…” Lucita said. “Two or three
weeks?”

She turned, she looked, and she wished

“Did New York not work out for you?”

she hadn’t. She wished that she could turn

“Yeah, you know,” Lucita said, “Stay

over a book on the shelf to open a secret

anywhere long enough, you get bored of

passage and sneak away.

it.”

“Oh!” she said. “Brooke! Wow, hi!”

Say no, Lucita thought. Tell her you’re
busy.
Brooke shifted her weight to one

be what it was like to have a sister.
		

…

It was autumn, and the sky was that

For a few moments there was just

foot as she waited, and the movement

color of gray-blue like jeans that have been

silence, and Brooke pursed her lips and

made the familiar scent of her perfume

washed too many times. The air was cool

fluttering her fingers. “What are you doing

scrunched her nose in that way she did

kiss Lucita’s nose. Lavender and vanilla.

and crisp. The trees were starting to look

here?”

when she was really thinking. Finally, she

Lucita inhaled, and she was no longer in a

more brown than green.

said, “Do you want to catch up?”

bookshop; it was ten years ago, and she

“Hey!” Brooke lifted her hand,

“I’m looking at books...”
“No, I mean here,” Brooke said, “Like,

“Why?” The word jumped from

Lucita and Brooke strolled together

was fifteen years old, laying on a bed with

outside on the sidewalk. People milled

in Texas. How long have you been back?”

Lucita’s mouth without asking her brain’s

a magazine in front of her, and Brooke

by them. They stood with enough space

She started to smile, a mixture of pleasant

permission first, but Brooke didn’t seem

with much longer hair was laying next to

between them to fit another person. After

surprise and shyness. Her lips were dressed

offended at the disbelief that permeated

her—they were rolling around, laughing so

a few minutes, they found a bench near a

in a dark red lipstick, and it made Lucita’s

her tone.

hard that their stomachs hurt, and Brooke

circular fountain and sat down, putting their

even peed herself a little, which instead of

purses between each other.

stomach clench, a fist around her insides.
Next week would mark five months

“I haven’t seen you in, what? Two
years?” Brooke smiled and shrugged.

making Lucita grossed out, made her feel

since Lucita’s one-way ticket from New York

“It would be fun to catch up... don’t you

an intense pride at having told a joke that

looking extra-curly,” said Brooke, “And you

to Texas. From the biggest land of hopes

think?”

made someone laugh that hard.

finally got that nose ring—cute!”
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“So, I, like, really love your hair. It’s
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Lucita’s hand reached up and stroked

grinning girl in the foreground than the

Actor (pronounced “act-tore,” not “act-

the silver stud in her nostril, lingering there

beautiful buildings in the background. It

ter,” mind you). The stage was her calling.

not even been enough to cover her rent,

for a second too long. “Yeah, thanks, my

was so weird to see the smile of someone

But after a while, it felt more like she were

and her parents couldn’t afford to keep

mom nearly had a heart attack when she

who used to be your best friend but had

calling the stage and it wouldn’t pick up

supporting her when she wasn’t helping

saw it. I, uh…your shirt is cute.”

turned into a stranger.

the damn phone.

pay them back at a fast enough rate. The

Brooke wore a black-and-white striped

“Italy is just the best,” Brooke was

“The energy there is incredible,” Lucita

The fact that said pay for her work had

fact that that play was the only role Lucita

shirt with little bells on the sleeves.

saying. “I’m telling you, Lucita, you haven’t

said. “There’s always, always something to

Combined with the red scarf tied around

lived until you’ve had pizza from Italy. The

do.”

her neck, it made her appear Parisian. All

only downfall?” Brooke leaned toward

she needed was a long loaf of bread and

Lucita to catch her eye and then cupped

the lead in a play?” Brooke asked. Her

other way around. “And the crazy

a handlebar mustache and the stereotype

a hand to the side of her mouth, her voice

eyes and smile were bright, but almost

expensive rent there. But I’m going back

would be complete, Lucita thought.

dropping into a conspiring whisper, her

in a sad way. Like she had missed out on

one day after saving up some money here.”

eyes twinkling with a smirk. “It’ll make you

something. “Off-Broadway, right?”

“Thank you!” Brooke smiled down
at her shirt, held her sleeves out for
inspection.
Their compliments had lessened the

hate pizza anywhere else, forever.”
Literally did not even ask, Lucita
thought, fighting back an eye-roll.

“I saw on Facebook that you were

Lucita nodded and started brushing
off her pants, as if the need to de-wrinkle

got against countless failed auditions.
“Homesickness,” said Lucita, although
lately she felt more ‘sick of home’ than the

“Okay, cool. How about your dating
life? Do you have a girlfriend?”
“No.” Lucita looked away. “Not since

their wrinkleless surface was of the utmost

last year.” She turned back to her, popped

importance right then.

on a smile. “Anyway, enough about me.

tension in the air. To some girls, Lucita had

“Riiiight,” she said instead. Her brow

always figured that compliments were like

furrowed with the force of her fake smile;

Oh yes, that play. Off-Broadway. It

when two dogs meet for the first time,

it looked like her face was cramping in on

had been more like Off-Off-Broadway.

smelling each other’s butts to get a feel for

itself. “Well, I’ll have to take your word for

Marketed as ‘The Vagina Monologues—

around the world she’d been on these past

the situation. It could be used as a strategy,

it.” She held Brooke’s gaze for a moment

with zombies!’, the play had been an…

few years, thanks to all the zeroes at the

a form of social submission. It was a less

before facing forward again. “My budget

ambitious effort. Opening night, they had

end of her daddy’s bank account. There

direct way of saying, ‘I won’t be a bitch if

can’t afford going to Italy anytime soon.

twelve people in the audience. And that

was Milan, and also Paris and Munich. She

you won’t be a bitch.’

Not after I just got back from living in New

was their peak.

filled Lucita in on her latest boyfriend, who

“Actually,” said Brooke, “I got this shirt
when I was in Milan.”

York”—she couldn’t help the inflection, the

But Lucita had the lead role. The most

How have you been?”
Brooke filled her in on the travels

was a professional foot model.

wicked curve of her smirk, at the name—

lines to deliver. The most monologues to

“for a year.”

act the hell out of and the most zombies to

“They’re prettier than Zac Efron but buffer

fake-beat the hell out of (sometimes even

than the Rock!” A visual that made Lucita

leaping with excitement. It caught Lucita by

at the same time). That was something,

unable to suppress a shudder. Brooke’s

Italy. Brooke had only posted about a

surprise, making her heart skip a step. She

right?

own current career aspirations were to

thousand pictures to Facebook when she

looked over at Brooke, who was wearing an

went a year ago. Lucita had clicked through

infectious grin, and Lucita couldn’t help but

Lucita finally decided on saying. “Being

the entire album but hadn’t bothered

to start smiling back (damn it). “Please, tell

able to go out there and do what I love in

Liking any of them. Then she clicked

me all about it.”

front of an audience, and to get paid for

when she talked, like she was spilling over

it—it was validating.”

with joy from the inside-out, like sunshine

“Milan,” Lucita said. And then, again,
“Milan.”
Ah, yes, she knew about Brooke’s trip to

through the entire album again, her
stomach in knots, staring more at the
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“I know, I know,” Brooke said, her tone

Lucita had gone to New York straight
out of college. She wanted to be a theater

“It was a really rewarding experience,”

“What made you come back then?”

“You should see his toes!” said Brooke.

finally make good use of her degree and
get a job teaching.
Brooke’s face glowed with happiness

shined out of her very pores. She moved
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her hands a lot, passionately. It made a

she didn’t think Brooke would ever forgive

deep-seated sadness creep into Lucita’s

her. She didn’t think she would ever forgive

belly, remembering all those years that she

herself.

had watched her then-best-friend light up
when telling stories.
“That’s wonderful,” said Lucita, and

Lucita’s stomach dropped; she looked
away. “What? N-no, I didn’t blow you off.”
“Lucita, you acted really weird around

When they finally made up from the

me and ignored my texts for months,”

fight, they hugged each other so hard and

Brooke said, tone and stare both pointed.

tight that they didn’t want to ever let go.

“Eventually, I got the hint.”

The giant sparkly ball dropped on TV.
Champagne bottles popped, froth spilling
over the sides.
Lucita was hesitant, but Brooke had
laughed and said “come here, you” and

although it was gentle and didn’t quite

Lucita kept catching the scent of Brooke’s

spark within her eyes, her smile was

perfume, and smelling it while hugging

was frowning deeply, the color of her

Lucita caught an up-close, stomach-tingling

genuine. “I’m really happy for you.”

their heartbeats together made Lucita feel

lipstick making it look like a thick red slash

view of Brooke’s face – the little freckles on

something open up inside of her that had

had taken over where her mouth used to

the bridge of her nose, just how dark her

been dormant. That she hadn’t even known

be. That color stole Lucita’s words for just

red lipstick was. Brooke pressed an

existed.

long enough for Brooke to speak before

innocent kiss on her lips before pulling

she could.

away.

“Thanks, girl,” said Brooke, placing a
hand on Lucita’s. “I’m happy for you, too.”
Lucita felt the touch long after Brooke
pulled her hand away.
		

…

		

…

Lucita didn’t know how long they’d

Lucita fiddled with her fingers. Brooke

stomach swarmed with butterflies.

“I don’t get it,” Brooke said, her brow

They were seventeen when they had their

been sitting on this bench together. But

softening, head shaking. “What did I do

first major fight.

she knew that, slowly but surely, she was

wrong?”

All the other fights before this had been
amateur hour, small arguments that blew

feeling like she didn’t want to leave.

“Now we’ve been kissed at New
Year’s,” she said, doing a little dance.
Lucita had been left stunned. That

“Nothing,” said Lucita. “We just... grew

innocent kiss had not felt so innocent. All

apart. I was stupid.” She locked eyes with

throughout the night, she kept touching

commentating on the people around them,

Brooke. “I’m sorry.” She said the words

her lips. Wanting the ball to drop again

making up stories together about what

with everything in her. Her eyes suddenly

and again. Wishing Brooke didn’t have a

speak for almost a week. It made Lucita cry

kind of lives these people led. It almost felt

felt wetter.

boyfriend. And panicking – panicking at the

so hard that she didn’t know how she could

like old times.

over and got resolved in less than an hour.
But this fight, it made the girls not

At some point, they had started

grabbed her face, pulling Lucita close.

Brooke nodded, but the air between

realization that now things would never feel

have any tears left and wondered if this is

“You see that man over there?”

them had grown tense again, and when she

the same between them.

what it felt like to have a broken heart. Her

“Which one?”

said it’s okay, they both knew it wasn’t.

		

heart certainly felt different in her chest,

“The one who looks like Chef

		

like parts of it stuck out and poked her
lungs each time she breathed.
Brooke had been spending far more
time with her new boyfriend lately than with

Boyardee.”
“Ohhh, is that the name of the magical

…

They were twenty-two when they had
their first (and only) kiss, and they were

chef who made your amazing pizza in

twenty-two when they stopped being

Italia?”

friends.

They walked to the parking lot by the
bookstore.
“It was really nice catching up with
you,” Brooke said.
“Yeah, you too.”

Lucita, and it made Lucita grow more and

“Shut up!”

more bitter, like something was spoiling

And they laughed until their sides hurt.

boyfriend at the time had been in another

sometime. Before you go back to New

inside of her, turning her rotten. When she

“I missed this,” said Brooke.

state with his family, and Lucita had been,

York.”

confronted Brooke about it, it was like a

“Missed what?” asked Lucita, just so

once again, single.

shook-up soda can, all fizz and noise and a
big leaky mess, with words said that Lucita
could not take back. Accusations, insults—
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she could hear Brooke say it.
“This. Us.” She nudged Lucita. “I never
got why you just, like, blew me off.”

It was New Year’s Eve. Brooke’s

…

“We can’t not be kissed at New Year’s!
Why don’t we be each other’s kiss?” Brooke
asked, and for some reason, Lucita’s

“Maybe we can do it again

Lucita smiled, but it didn’t spark within
her eyes. “Yeah. Maybe.”
Brooke initiated the hug goodbye; at
first it felt awkward, and then it felt warm,
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and when they pulled away, Brooke kissed
her on the cheek. The pressure was soft,
like the sound of a whisper. It felt less than
temporary. Like it had never been Lucita’s
to borrow in the first place.
“Take care,” Brooke said, and then she

LIBERATION
Amy He

was walking off, her scarf trailing half over
her shoulder, leaving a streak of red to
wave behind with each step.
It wasn’t until Lucita was in her car,
adjusting her rearview mirror, that she saw
it: the imprint of lipstick left behind on her
face.
She lifted her thumb to wipe away the
red smudge, but then decided – her smile
even fainter than the lip-print, her hand
unwilling to touch her cheek – to keep it.
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breath and then a few more. Death wants
to understand the nature of crying, the

IN THE SPAN OF AN ETERNAL MICROSECOND
Jason Huff

many millennia.”
“So I’m lucky, am I?” She laughs, but

nature of touch. Of laughing. But Death

quickly dissolves into a fit of phlegmy

can only understand the cold that comes

coughing. Death waits until she recovers.

after. Lillian Garner’s time is coming soon,

“You are the last on my list.”

but she is the last on the list.

“I thought I might be. After enough

Death holds no feelings about the

people had the procedure, people like me

situation. The list is simply the list. That

became a form of entertainment. Watching

humans have become clever enough to

to see who would be last to die. I turned

old tar and nicotine. The yellowish-brown

circumvent the list simply meant change.

the TV off once it got close.”

space to the housefly on Lillian Garner’s

smell permeates the furniture, the carpet,

Time existed before Death. Time would

“Why did you not have the procedure?”

stove, Death does not marvel over the

the sheetrock, the foundation, the soul.

exist after. So, Death did something

“Living forever ain’t what it’s cracked

space and time that separates the electrons

An ashtray overflows within her arm’s

unprecedented and stepped out of the

up to be. I’m tired. I’d rather be done with

in the fly from the electrons of Death. The

reach, on a table with a lamp. The pile of

shadows.

it.” Death puzzled over her words, unable

fly is equally unaware. It does not sense the

cigarette butts hides a phone covered in

hand of Death because the fly has no sense

dust, a corded plastic phone from another

of nature materializing in her apartment,

is knowing when to cash out and leave the

of its own mortality. The fly experiences the

era, a dead technology buried under a

with a façade not quite unlike a person,

table. Those people and their procedure?

final moments of its life as it experienced

layer of dust. The lamp shines brightest

and she continues to drag on her cigarette

They’re going to play at the table until they

every moment until then: awareness of the

on a picture of Lillian and a younger

and watch the single channel of nothing

have no chips left.”

world, the desire to reproduce, and hunger.

woman with red curls and green eyes, full

that played on her TV set. Death makes

“Your daughter will live forever.”

Death’s hand reaches infinitely closer.

of curiosity and life. The smile is one of

no noise, but moves between the lamp

“Really it will just seem like forever.”

Vibrating electrons create magnetic

impulsive reaction, as if the person behind

and the TV, casting a shadow on the glassy

“Is that why she does not call?” Death

the camera made a goofy face just before

reflection. She looks up to Death without

leans in, intent on learning despite his

snapping the photo. Lillian’s eyes seem to

expression.

inability.

When Death’s hand covers the infinite

fields in both entities.
At some infinite point in time, at some
infinitesimally small point in space, Death’s

twinkle despite the stillness of the picture.

magnetic field passes into that of the fly

She was happy.

and the fly experiences nothing for the

Lillian’s eyes have changed since then.

Lillian does not notice, at first, a force

“Who are you, then?” Her raspy voice
barely gets there on its own power.
“I am the end,” says Death matter-of-

to understand her experience. “The trick

“Liv stopped calling a while ago. She
blames me for her father’s death.”
“Is that why she wants to live forever?”

rest of eternity, on the yellowing metal of

Death has seen eyes like this before.

factly.

a stove in Lillian Garner’s apartment, in a

Lillian’s eyes are red and sunken as though

“The robes are a bit much, don’t you

never wants anyone to experience what

half-deserted city, on a planet, careening

she had spent years crying and all her tears

think?” Death’s robes melt and reform into

she did. Can I ask you a question? Do you

through the infinity of the universe.

dried up. She can only face the future, for

a perfectly-fit three-piece suit that would

remember taking him?”

she has no more tears to shed for it. Death

have been quite fashionable in another

of the mind-boggling forces and paradoxes

has seen this look on other faces, those

century. Death cuts a dashing, androgynous

playing out in her kitchen. Instead, she

of people dying for years in the hospital,

figure for a not-person.

watches a dead television and smokes a

those of family members watching them

“I take it you don’t socialize much.”

cigarette. The whole apartment stinks of

die, hands holding hands through the last

“I have not appeared to a human for

Lillian Garner sits in her chair, unaware
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“Maybe,” she replies, “maybe she

“Death cannot create knowledge, only
erase it.”
“I guess that’s a no. Is that why you’re
talking to me?”
“You’re my last chance to understand
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human experience.” She laughs again,

long since relinquished any conscious grip

Yet she is not dead.

you?” No one had ever called Death a

and if Death had any aesthetic sense, the

on her mind and instead whispers from the

Instead, the sensations of touch travel

man before. Death did not think of himself

experience might be disturbing. She takes

past in the moments between waking and

from Liv’s electrons to Death’s electrons, up

in that way. At least not until now. Death

a drag on her cigarette and stuffs the butt

sleeping. Every day she visits the library,

Death’s hand, to the arm, up the neck and

appeared as a man before people so as not

in the pile.

every day she reads the same book. Over

into the hollow cavity of experience that

to frighten them, but he never experienced

one-hundred years, she’s read that book

is Death’s skull. Death can feel everything.

gender. As the thought turned over and

countless times.

Every cell of her skin. Every atom. Every

over in his mind, he decided that it was

perfect imperfection. Death feels the

not a bad thought. He could warm to this
experience.

“Thanks for stopping by. It was kind of
you. I wish I could help, but I can barely
understand human experience myself,

Death slipped into a habit as well,

nevermind teach it. Can I ask a favor,

watching Liv Garner in the library from a

universe pulsing through all things. After

though?”

distance, while walking through the book

infinity collapses and returns the universe

“Yes.”

aisles. Death never reads any of the books

back to its regular flow, Liv pulls her hand

			

“Since you got nothing to do now, can

but experiences the decay and musty

from the grip of Death, who held on as if

Death and Liv walk through a city nature

you bring Liv by here to say goodbye? I’d

smells that somehow recall a lost purpose.

for dear life.

has overrun. This is not their first time

hate to feel like we’d never see each other

Death loses all sense of time in these aisles,

again.” Death nods and she reaches out

not that time has meaning for the infinite.

survived? Death touches Liv’s hand again.

to the library. Death watches her. But

to him across the infinite. Time expands to

The pages decompose, and the glue dries,

No difference, but not entirely the same.

something is different. At least for Death.

include all the pain and joy of a life about

and the bindings fall apart. Death enjoys

Liv pulls her hand back from Death.

Green vines climb the brown and red brick

to be erased.

the experience as much as anything, then

As the atoms close the distance to
Death, Death sees its reflection in the
powerless TV. Death’s eyes are blank. Eyes
that experience nothing because they have
experienced everything. Not like Lillian’s

“You can stop touching my hand now.”

…

in the city. Liv comes through every day

buildings, swallowing them whole. Asphalt

turns the corner to the next aisle and runs

Death looks Liv in the eyes for the first

cracks open for grass and weeds to come

into Liv coming the other way.

time since the photograph all those years

through. Beautiful rainbows of purple, blue,

before. Something is off. Death pulls the

red, and pink flowers dominate the city

hand back.

grays. Death cannot remember anything

This should not have happened. She
never walks the aisles.
And yet there she is, and there is her

eyes, hopeful and sad, knowing the difficult

hand, instinctively raising to stop herself

journey is about to end.

from smashing her body completely.

Death’s magnetic field passes into

Death returns to the world. How had Liv

“Can I show you something?” he asked.

And there is Death’s hand spanning

“I’ve seen you watching me.” There’s
not an ounce of fear in her voice.

looking so vibrant. The process of humanity
has always been a march toward death.

“You’re not afraid?” She shrugs.

Humans built structure after structure,

“More curious. I don’t remember fear.”

replacing nature with concrete. But now

“I knew your mother.” This registers

that humanity stopped dying, stopped

Lillian’s and her eyes empty of experience.

the infinite space to Liv’s, fueled by some

			

unknown instinct, vibrating electrons

no emotional response on her face. Death

reproducing, becoming still, nature had

Sometime in the last hundred years, Liv

bringing unscheduled death to someone

begins to see that her eyes are not the

come back. Death had never experienced

Garner falls into the habit of leaving the

who should not die. She is not on the list.

same.

life replacing death.

settlements of immortals and returning

She must not die. The consequences could

“My mother…”

to the city library. Neither she nor Death

be catastrophic. But Death can do nothing

“I was there when she died.”

watch the plants take over,” she says,

understand that this behavior comes

at this point, the magnetic fields will cross

“Who are you?”

responding to his awed looks at the city.

from some long-lost memory of a visit to

in the span of an eternal microsecond. She

“I am Death.” She laughs at this, to his

the library with her father, one of the few

will be dead. The electrons repulse one

memories she has left. A memory that has

another, creating the sensation of touch.
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…

face.
“You’re a strange sort of man, aren’t

“I used to walk through the city to

“Why did you stop?”
“I realized I’d seen it all. There was
nothing new.”
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“That was why I wanted to experience

on the stove from hundreds of years ago

humanity. To experience something new.”

has long since turned to dust. The chairs

studies the skeleton in the chair. “Is this

does not leave him. Time is catching up.

are arranged just as they were so long ago.

really my mother?” She says the word

He enjoys the experience of being tired. It’s

with the effort of walking. He finds the

Lillian’s skeleton takes one chair, reaching

“mother” without recognition. As if

warm, comforting. He only need slip away

sensation exhilarating, as if his legs are

out for a rest that came and went. A pile

the word might have meant something

with it, and everything would be perfect.

more than just the atoms comprising the

of half decayed yellowish-brown cigarette

before, but is now just a neuron in need

What was it that she said? “Living forever

matter. His legs are experiences, lives even,

butts give off the faintest scent of tar and

of connection, firing in her brain, but

ain’t what it’s cracked up to be.” He laughs

unto themselves. “Do your legs hurt like

nicotine that the vines have long since

signifying nothing. Liv reaches a hand out

again at the memory, at the sensation of

mine?” She looks at him and he senses a

replaced. Death sees the picture aged

to brush the skull of that forgotten mother.

memory. His eyelids acquiesce in their

deep chasm between them, and she seems

remarkably well. Liv and Lillian are still

The vibration is too much, and Liv’s mother

struggle with gravity and close.

further away.

there, though the colors have since faded.

begins to disintegrate before their eyes.

Liv studies Death for what might be

“My legs stopped hurting. I don’t

The red of Liv’s curls is not as bright as

Death understands something he never

minutes or centuries. He breathes heavy in

remember pain. Why do your legs hurt?”

he remembers. But the life is still there.

did before. Lillian knew that someday

the chair, finally at rest. Liv reaches out to

“I don’t know. I’ve never experienced

The love is still there. As if the duration

she would die, that someday she would

brush his face and time expands to infinity

of that photo was infinite and all the time

be a pile of dust. Something about this

as half distances are marked off until the

of the universe existed in those moments

excites him. How does one experience life

infinite limits are reached, space and time

apartment structure. Vegetation covers

between the shutter opening and closing.

knowing someday it would be deleted,

contract, Liv’s magnetic field crosses his,

the roof entirely and spills out over the

Death studies the eyes of Liv before

thrown on to the garbage heap of history

and Death stops breathing.

Death notices his legs begin to ache

pain. I think they hurt. It’s wonderful.”
They stop in front of a vine-swallowed

edge and down the side, letting gravity

him and sees a remarkable change. He

do the work. The building seems to swell

feels the difference. Her eyes are frozen

from the ground. They climb through the

in time, but they are no longer full of life.

dominating natural impediments and make

They are the eyes of someone who no

their way upstairs to a door marked 318.

longer experiences anything, because they

“I don’t remember any of this.” Liv

and then incinerated by time?
“What was it like to know you would
die?”
“I don’t know,” Liv replies, “I never
will.”

“What is this place?”

have experienced everything. Liv’s eyes

“This is where your mother died.” He

are the eyes of immortality. Death finds a

catches up to Death. His legs scream in

forces the door open and they are inside.

fragment of memory somewhere and he

pain. “I need to take a minute.” Death

“How do you remember this?”

examines the reflection of the TV set. The

exhales deeply. What was that? he

“I don’t know. I don’t really. I just sense

eyes staring back are the same as those

wonders. Liv gestures to the chair Death

it. Is this what you call memory?” The

he saw when he took Lillian Garner so

took so long ago. He obliges, rubbing

room is well-preserved, even if the walls

many years ago. The same, yet different.

his legs, though he’s not sure why. The

are slowly being replaced by living matter.

There’s something new. And the more he

millennia must be catching up to him. A

A thick blanket of dust covers everything.

examines, the greater the difference. He

laugh escapes his lips. He enjoys it, revels

Oxidation eats the appliances that were

sees the eyes of someone who wants to

in it even. He laughs again. And again. He

shiny and new only moments ago. Bug

know. Someone curious. Someone open to

almost thinks he could laugh forever. The

carcasses litter the floor, charting micro-

experience. His eyes are wild eyes, young

chasm between them grows ever greater

evolutions if either was a biologist. The fly

eyes. He turns back to Liv.

until she seems too far away to see.
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His laughs grow shorter, but the idea

The exertion of the climb up the stairs
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stop and listen
Anne Sab

rides and green leaves scattering shadows
across the seat and
thinking, i always block the light.
sometimes i sit by the water. sometimes i skip
my heart like a skipping stone across the water
and it sinks.
i dig through the mud and the silt and i

i was born a foreigner to the rice fields and
to the incense sticks and to the sticky purple taro.
the silk lays limp against my skin like
some dying thing, a breathless mouthless
timid passing of memories—this is
examining the exoskeleton with the bits still inside—
imagining congee as a constant and my parents
as variables, the dancing of rotation of new
faces in the orphanage as blurry because
everything goes too fast here. i split my head open
on marble steps, think of hephaestus but smaller and
more scared and godless. i still carry the scar
that i carried over the ocean over the bodies of other
orphans, i am considered the
lucky one. this was supposed to be
a blessing — i am supposed to be
grateful — i know everyone has told me — but
how do i express both the gratitude and the grief?

i keep thinking of brothers with bloody hands. mothers
unmothered. i keep thinking of sisters baring their teeth
trying to survive in a country that thinks of drowning as a
mercy. i think of all this love wasted
oozing all over the snow; i think of a match
that can’t figure out
how to be lit—maybe if you
strike it hard enough against
something else. i think of bus
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try to find it in all the debris, but
my fingers are not wide enough to
hold all the pieces. i am afraid
for my heart, for it to be
mistaken for something not worth
holding on to. this bruise of being
out of place keeps bleeding under the skin.
everything in me has healed except the part
i keep reopening.
this is the laughter after such long stasis.
you see, there is no poetry
like the heart stunned in love.
hear its murmur quiet in the feeling
of green growth—all this time
i have been sitting still.
this is me, moving forward towards sundrenched mornings and light
that passes through me: my past is a
thing of loss but my future
a reason for hope—
hephaestus has a home now,
the ocean is emptying of orphan bodies,
i can stand the taste of congee again.
quiet peace, heart beating
loud and steady. we are grateful,
we are grieving and
we are grateful.
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IN THOUGHT
Yoonjoo Mary Park
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him as well as they had pained me. All the

that he would never have put it in when he

stories they told made me realize there was

was alive,

so much about my father that I never knew.

tears fell.

Finding out the tiny things hurt the most.

PEACE

The tears came with a powerful force,

How much he loved the duo of Daryl Hall

making me have and bend. I turned my

& John Oates. How much he loved to play

face away, not wanting to see my father like

basketball and would go out of his way to

this. Cold and lifeless. I turned my head

dunk on someone. How he would get into

back to look at his body again. A body.

brawls with guys that he had beef with in

That’s all he was now. I would never hear

were put at the front right under the gaze

his younger days. I hated that I wouldn’t

his loud boisterous laughter or hear him

hadn’t hit me yet. The only thing I was

of black Jesus. An endless crowd of people

get to know this side of him too. I wouldn’t

talking at the TV whenever he really got

concerned with was getting into this limo

made their way inside. Even as the service

get to know him man to man.

into shows again. He was really gone.

parked in front of our house. It was dark

started, the doors would open every

green instead of the black I had seen

couple of minutes as more people entered.

my shoulder again. She squeezed me hard,

making a fist, and extended my arm,

on television. I was a tall twelve year old

I turned around in my seat to see people

pulling me closer to her side. I willed the

bumping my fist into his still hand. That was

and had to hunch down to get inside of

standing behind the back rows. We should

proceedings to go by quicker.

how we always said goodbye. We would

the limo. Inside, cracked, black leather

have gotten a bigger church.

D.L. Smith

The weight of my father’s death

welcomed us. Champagne glasses sat next

The preacher was at his pulpit, talking

My mother’s hand found itself around

Soon it was my brother’s turn at the

I curled my fingers into my palm,

bump fists and make a peace sign, smiling

podium. At twenty-eight he was the one

as we walked away. Only this time, no one

to a bucket of ice ready for a celebration

about how even though Big Lou was no

who had the most time with our father.

smiled as I gave him one last peace sign.

that wouldn’t be happening. My mother

longer walking with us, he was in a better

He told stories of how strict our father

			

got in, scooting closer and putting her

place that we could not even fathom.

was when it came to school, but also

arm around my shoulders. She wanted to

People around me nodded their heads

understanding. He told us of how our

A new normal that would take some

look me in the eyes, somehow, give me

and raised their hand in affirmation as he

father took him to his first bar and ordered

getting used to. The students around me

strength. Instead of looking her in the face,

continued his sermon. I shook my head. I

his first drink. The longer his stories went

packed up their things as the bell that

I stared at the empty champagne glasses.

didn’t want my father in a better place. I

on, the more envious I grew. I clenched my

signified the school days’ end continued

wanted him next to me. An enlarged heart

fist as he smiled while remembering all the

to ring. Slowly, I packed my bags, not really

ensured that it would not happen.

good times. I wanted him to end it quickly.

looking forward to the walk home. Though

I said next to nothing during the ride to
the church. When my older brother asked
how I was doing, I replied with, “You know,

Guilt pressed down on me as I heard

…

Two weeks later life went on as normal.

After my brother finished, everyone

the walk was only a few blocks, I dreaded

this is my first time riding in a limo.” He

the sobbing sounds from the people

lined up to pay their final respects. I stood

making the trip today. Usually my friends,

didn’t ask me anything else for the rest

around me. The entire room was in tears

at the end of the line with my mother. Her

Muneer and Tyree, would walk with me, but

of the ride. I looked out the window. The

while my face stayed completely dry.

hands were the only thing pushing me

Tyree was absent and Muneer had things to

forward. The closer we got to the casket

do with his family. That meant it was just me

world continued to turn without my father

I stared straight ahead as people came

in it. It took forever before we reached our

up to share stories of my father. The stories

the harder it was to take steps. I hadn’t

walking back home from the middle school.

destination.

were full of laughter and brought a smile

cried since first finding out the news, but

It was hard being at home with so many

to my face, but I felt grief even more. The

as I came upon his casket and saw his gray

memories of him everywhere. At school, I

thought that I would never get to know

lifeless face his hair slicked back in a style

could at least talk with my friends and try to

The limo pulled up to the church. We
were ushered inside when we arrived and
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escape from my new reality. Whenever one

Each time I heard that bye, I cried

made contact. Moving my feet in a rapid

			

…

of my friends tried to bring up my father,

harder. I had tried to stay strong. I refused

up and down motion, I tried my hardest to

I changed the subject. “Hey, man, you

to shed a tear in front of anyone. A man

move a two hundred and fifty pound man

Altima kicked up dust, making its way

read that new Percy Jackson book yet?” or

needed to be strong and stoic, right?

with my eight- year-old strength.

down the gravel road. I reached the

“You think they’ll finally put the Grandma

Never letting his emotions show, being a

“Keep moving your feet,” he yelled.

Cookies back in the lunch line?”

rock for my mother that needed me to be

“You can’t move anybody if you don’t push

In the passenger seat, I had a bag of

strong now more than ever. But, at that

harder, son!”

peppermints, a little brush, and a dustpan.

My mother was doing much of the

end of the road and put my car in park.

same. When I did get the urge to talk

moment my façade dropped. I sobbed like

about my dad at home, she would quickly

the little kid that I was.

pushed harder. My father inched back as

the items. I looked around, trying to make

shut me down, saying “I can’t, Dez. I can’t

			

he slid his feet across the carpet. Each time

sure I was at the right spot. Four years

It was too hot of a day for me to go

he burst into the room and did this, I got

after my father had been buried and I still

gone back to Houston for work and my

outside. I’d decided that I would rather stay

a little better and a little faster at pushing

struggled to find his grave. A small tree

sister back to Addison with her husband.

inside and watch the Hong Kong Phooey

him back. He stopped when I managed to

stood to my right. On my left the small trail

There was no one to distract me from my

marathon that played on Boomerang. At

push him out into the hallway.

that I would have to follow snaked through

thoughts.

eight years old I was more worried about

talk about this right now.” My brother had

I put my backpack down on the floor
of my room and opened up my flip phone
to call my mom. I always called her to let

…

missing cartoons than what was going on
outside.
I sat on my twin sized bed with my legs

I continued “chopping” my feet as I

I smiled at the memory as my Nissan

“That’s how you do it,” he said, smiling.
“Soon, you’ll be moving NFL players.”
I laughed. He’d been coming into my
room to randomly run through drills ever

the rest of the cemetery. I made sure I had
the items pressed securely into the crook
of my arm as I began my trek through the
gravestones.

her know that I’d made it home safe. The

crossed in front of me. I leaned forward, my

phone rang until it went to voicemail. I

eyes focused on Hong Kong Phooey karate

“I’m not that strong, Daddy.” I said.

to the headstone that would tell me

went to the next person on my list. I went

chopping a goon atop his head. I didn’t

“Not yet. You’ll get there though,” he

the location of my father’s grave. Upon

down my contact list until I got to the

hear my father approaching my bedroom

said, backing up. “Listen, I’m about to run

reaching the middle of the trail I stopped.

name and pressed the call button. It went

door. Our house was old, and I could

to the store. Don’t be too loud because

I turned in a circle until I spotted the vase

to voicemail too. I was about to press the

usually hear someone coming from the

your mama’s trying to sleep.”

filled with flowers. The flowers were bright

button again when I realized what I had

floor creaking under their weight. This time

“But you just yelled.”

yellow and orange. An interesting choice

done. I had called my dad.

I was a bit too engrossed to notice. Not

He put a finger to his lips. “Shhh!

by whoever visited before me. Mouthing

I sat down on my bed. My hand

since I started playing little league.

I stepped out into the bright Texas sun with

I looked for the brown vase attached

until he was leaned across the bed, his face

I didn’t ask you all that. Did you want

sorries and excuse me’s, I stepped over

clenched my cell phone tight as I stared

next to mine, did I notice him. The scent

anything?”

other graves as I made my way to my

at the screen. I chuckled to myself as tears

of his aftershave filled my nose. I turned to

filled my eyes. They came in a never ending

find his wide smile spread across his face. I

torrent as I listened to his voice through the

knew what was next.

voicemail. I called over and over hearing
the same message: “Hi, I’m sorry I can’t
come to the phone right now, but if you

He backed off the bed and yelled,
“Chop your feet!”
I rolled of the bed and popped up on

could leave a detailed message, I’ll get

my feet. I ran towards him, hands extended

back to you when I can. Bye.”

towards his chest. I started to push as I
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I thought for a second. “Grandma
Cookies.”
“Ok. I’ll see you in a bit.”
He extended his fist towards me. I did
the same. We fist bumped.
“Peace out,” he said, throwing up the
peace sign.
“Peace.”

father’s. I came to a stop in front of his
grave, placing the items I carried in front of
his headstone.
It was the first time I had visited my
father’s grave on my own since his passing.
Before this moment, I’d ask my mother
whenever I wanted to see him. I didn’t
always get a yes. For the entire first year,
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whenever I asked my mother if we could

his headstone. Big Lou. I didn’t know what

visit his grave, the answer was always no.

else to say, but I wasn’t quite ready to leave

She hadn’t been ready. Seeing the final

either. I remembered the little brush and

resting place of her husband, the man she

dustpan and busied myself with cleaning

thought she had so many years left with,

his headstone. I stood, brushing dirt and

was not something she could do. I tried

grass off my pants and collected my things.

my best not to get angry with her. We both

My visits were never too long. Just long

still hurt. Now though, I had the power of

enough for me to check in and have the

a driver’s license and I could visit my dad

therapeutic release of talking to my father.

whenever I wanted.

I took a peppermint out of the bag and

I took a seat in front of his headstone.

EVERY MAN AND EVERY WOMAN IS A STAR
Ari Solorio

popped it into my mouth. I fist bumped the

“I’m sorry I’m sitting on you, Daddio,” I

air above the grave before putting up our

said as I opened the bag of peppermints.

sign. “Peace,” I said, walking away.

Peppermints had been one of his favorite
candies and I liked to bring a couple for
him whenever I visited. I pushed aside the
flowers that someone had put in his vase
and dropped the peppermint inside. I drew
my knees up to my chest and rested my
arms on them. I stared at his headstone for
a long time before I spoke.
“I’m sorry it took so long, Daddio.” I
looked up into the cloudless sky, taking in a
deep breath. Exhaling, I lowered my head.
“I have a driver’s license now. It took two
tries, but I did it. I think I was just nervous.”
I looked up as I heard a car door slam.
A woman got out, flowers in her hands.
I turned back to my father. “You know
LonDee has a kid. A little boy named Shaw.
That means you’re a granddad now. How
old would that make you feel?” I made
conversation with my father, updating him
on things in my life. I talked for a couple
more minutes until I ran out of things to
say. I stared at his nickname engraved on
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EN EL VERANO | IN THE SUMMER
Caris Allen
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en el verano

in the summer

la playa es muy bonita pero
the mind is like a tidal wave
todas las cosas pequeñas
remind me of what
quiero a olvidar

the beach is very beautiful but
the mind is like a tidal wave
all of the little things
remind me of what
i want to forget

la agua del mar
is a reservoir of tears
la tristeza de los ángeles
that i don’t actually believe in; if i did
esto no sería tan difícil

the ocean water
is a reservoir of tears
the sorrow of the angels
that i don’t actually believe in; if i did
this wouldn’t be so hard

y ahí estás
playing in the waves like it’s simple
como es fácil, como un día
all of this will not be torn away
en un momento de violencia y muerto

and there you are
playing in the waves like it’s simple
like it’s easy, like one day
all of this will not be torn away
in a moment of violence and death

no es posible a estar contigo completamente
to love the moments of beauty
porque un día, todo se perderá
every smile, kiss, and joke we shared
ido al vacío

it’s impossible to be with you completely
to love the moments of beauty
because one day, it will all be lost
every smile, kiss, and joke we shared
into the void
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CONTRIBUTORS

Gary Moss | The Fence
Gary Moss is currently a senior in the Media Arts program at the University of North Texas.

by genre
Jeffrey Hunter Jr. | Oreo Tendencies
Jeffrey Hunter Jr. is a senior at UNT studying Biology with a minor in English. He loves

Anne Sab | Sappho, stop and listen
Anne Sab is currently a junior majoring in Computer Science with a minor in Philosophy.

Nathaniel Miranda | Did you know that I am queer
Nathaniel Miranda is a junior English major at UNT, born in the deserts of West Texas. He
is deeply interested in the way that stories from the lives of minorities get passed down
over and across time, in spite of the odds against them. He spends his free time reading
and living.

seeking adventure and a good story. His inspirations come from his childhood stories,
scientific studies, travels, and other curiosities. Jeffrey aspires to become a Physician’s
Assistant where he can continue his passion for stories, through his patients and their care.
This is his first publication.

Sarah Pruitt | Red Lipstick
Sarah Pruitt is a senior who is majoring in Professional and Technical Communication, with
a minor in English for Creative Writing. She has always had a strong passion for words
and a love of getting lost in stories. She wishes to thank all the angels in her life. “To my
mema: I love you, Best Friend! This one’s for you.”

Austin Lege’ | Thanksgiving, 1997
Austin recently finished his undergrad in creative writing during the Fall 2017 semester at
UNT. He is currently taking a year off before grad school to focus on his portfolio and grad
school applications. In his free time he fronts a band which he writes and produces music
for.

Calli Corbyn Carte, @rosedrunks | Linger

Jason Huff, @huffimus_prime | In the Span of an Eternal Microsecond
Jason Huff is a senior English major with a concentration in Creative Writing. He lives with
his wife and two sons, and reads as much speculative fiction as he can.

BreAunné Smith, @BreAunne | Molting: A Paradigm Shift
BreAunnè Smith is a graduate of UNT, holding Bachelors of Arts in Creative Writing and

Calli Carte is a senior College of Liberal Arts & Social Sciences student who is majoring in

Theatre Performance. She also studied vocal performance. She is a working actor in Dallas

Integrative Studies with classifications in Psychology, Journalism and Human Development

and is preparing for law school to study Intellectual Property Law as she plans to build her

and Family Studies.

own production company. Her ultimate goal is to star in her own film (written, co-directed,
executive produced by her), and to be the featured voice on the soundtrack.

Danielle Kotrla | i am an astronaut, and i am afraid of space
Danielle Kotrla is a junior studying English and philosophy. At the moment, she spends

Samuel Snow, @FatiguedWriter | The Beginning of This Essay

her time falling hopelessly in love with Dorothy Parker and venting about how much she

As a Senior at UNT, Samuel is majoring in English with a concentration in creative writing.

dislikes Descartes. She plans to spend the rest of her life writing poetry that speaks on

He was diagnosed with a brain tumor during the summer of 2014. During his recovery, he

behalf of her soul and kicking and screaming her way through every logic problem she can

decided to transfer to UNT and pursue a degree in his current field. He credits his friends

get her hands on.

and family for their support and love, especially after his diagnosis. He is honored to be
published in the NTR.

Caris Allen | en el verano
Caris Allen is a sophomore working on a B.A. in Theatre. She has been writing poetry

D.L. Smith | Peace

for as long as she can remember. Her work has been featured in North Central Texas

Dezmond Smith is a graduating English major who likes to read and spend time with his

College’s ‘April Perennial’, as well as in Austin Film Festival, San Antonio Film Festival, and

nieces and nephews.

Downtown Tyler Film Festival.
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Kevin Maldonado | El Cucuy

Michelle Umunna | Gesture Series

Kevin Maldonado was born in Sacramento, California and currently resides in Dallas,

Michelle Umunna is a Junior at UNT, and is double majoring in New Media and Visual Arts

Texas. He earned his bachelor of fine arts in studio art at the University of North Texas. His

Studies.” She believes in creating with your self for yourself, and wants to create a space

passion in painting continues with the creation of new work and painting his experiences

for introverts in Art.

as a Mexican American in the United States.

Chinaza Agbor, @chinremoval | Multifaceted
Gretchen Vickers | Knot

Chinaza Agbor is a junior Biology major and part-time artist.

Gretchen Vickers is from Glen Rose, Texas and currently works as a commercial
photographer. In December 2017, she earned a BFA in Photography from the University of

Jordan Kirkpatrick | Submerged, Engulf, Deluge

North Texas and continues to create and exhibit work in Texas. When she’s not behind the

Jordan Kirkpatrick’s nude images induce thought-provoking matter, such as societal views

camera or in the darkroom, she’s hiking with her dog, Boo Bear, and strolling through art

and sexualization of the human body. She moved to Denton, TX to attend the University

galleries.

of North Texas in furthering her exploration of the science, philosophy, and art that
encompasses photography, where she received her Bachelor of Fine Arts specializing in

Juliette Vaissière | Study of Florals, Gargoyle

photography. Today, Jordan is an intern for the FotoFest International Biennial in Houston,

Juliette is a senior Drawing/Painting major. Her recent body of work specifically addresses

TX, where she continues to study the body and mind.

the relationship between light and delicately textured objects. She is interested in
humanity’s constant search for aesthetic perfection and excess. Color, patterns, and jewel-

Amy He | Liberation

like ornaments interact and compete in colorful, dynamically filled composition. Paint itself

American born Chinese Artist, Amy, recently graduated UNT with her BFA in December

is also a focus, as the artist plays with the interactions of color, transparency, and texture.

2017. She’s an oil painter focused on painting figures.
Her series was created to capture the beauty of the human figure as they are in the

Ana Dria | Reverie

moment, in this case, floating. She choose specific colors and models very carefully in

Ana Dria Huff is a senior at the University of North Texas and is currently working towards

every piece, as she hope to give her work the ethereal aura. She draws her inspiration

a double major in Photography and New Media with a minor in Marketing. Ana Dria is

from fantasy films and video games.

a published artist with a passion for creating photographs and short films that explore
identity and the depths of human connection. Working specifically with 35mm film and

Yoonjoo Mary Park | In Thought

video as their primary tools, this allows them to capture visuals that incorporate these

Mary Park was born in Seoul, South Korea in December of 1999. Yoonjoo studies under

themes.

the private instruction at Steve Ko’s Art Studio. She was a recipient of a Gold Key for the
Scholastics Art and Writing in 2016, for her work, “Breakfast.” Mary has also achieved

Cristina Romero | Don’t Be A Sheep

State level in all VASE competitions she has participated in. Currently, she is a senior at the

Cristina Romero is a Senior in the Communication Design program at UNT. Although most

Texas Academy of Math and Science.

of her work is digital, she enjoys exploring different mediums and styles to depict her
experiences and the world around her.

Ari Solorio | Every man and woman is a star
Ari Solorio is an artist and Communication Design junior from Guadalajara, Jalisco with

Dejion Duncan, @baseforyourface | Laments, Adultification

a minor in anthropology and a mild addiction to caffeine. His work often references the

Dejion O’ Marie Duncan is 23 years old. He was born and raised in the city of Dallas but

subjectivity of consciousness, mythical theology, and mental health. He loves typography,

spent most of his life in Cedar Hill. He has always been interested in art since a young age.

camping, and rabbits.

He made little comic books with his friends and drew different characters and animations,
but never realized his potential as an artist at the time.
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